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Students Show Support for Madeline's House
Vigil, fundraiser collects more than $40,000 to benefit local domestic violence shelter
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor

Located in Blackstone, Va.,
Madeline's House has been a
home for battered women and
their children who have no other
place to go. The safe house serves
Prince Edward and eleven other
counties Stocked with 35 beds in
its main location but constantly
accepting new boarders, it provides invaluable services such as
emergency transport, counseling,
legal aid, job searches, and follow-up care. According to their
web page, in 2008, Madeline's
tfbuse provided over 4,800 bed
tights to its guests.
However, it is difficult to understand this commitment's
gravity unless one knows exactly
now often abusive circumstances
happen and domestic disputes
aire, covered up. This is another
primary objective of the nonprofit: to raise public awareness
to the commonality and the evil
of domestic violence and sexual
isseult

•«'The physically and emotionally
damagea women and children
who arrive at Madelines are also
nef^ukkftxes.In an attempt to

restore their lives, the staff works
extensively on self-esteem as well
as the creation of methods to distance the victims from their
abusers. It is, likewise, not a free
world and the services that are so
invaluable to refuge-seekers cost
money. For this reason, Longwood University's Creative Writing Department and local
businesses organized Madeline's
Dayforfundraising.
Madeline Gearheart-Mitchell,
the shelter's namesake, was the
victim of a murder suicide on
Sept 6,1998. That day, her estranged husband Barry tracked
Madeline to her apartment and
shot diem both.
Madeline had gone through
three restraining orders against
her husband to escape an abusive
and psychologically painful relationship. Confirming her fears,
Barry was able to post bail repeatedly, stalking Madeline at her
workplace and new home until
he could find a chance to murder
her. Furthermore, Madeline's
Med escape from Barry orphaned their two daughters.
The case of Gearheart-Mitchell
and her family represents the
worst-case scenario confronting

women in abusive situatipns. It is
also the concern of those who
observe many women's still vulnerable status in society to relationships they no longer want In
2008 when the important resources of Madeline's House were
depleted and closing imminent
some of these individuals took
notice.
After a call from then Madeline's House fundraising coordinator Cindy Longest on Sept 24,
2008, Longwood seniors Lia Carroll-Hackett and Sarah Barr, and
raduate students Austin Eichelerger and Alex Odom of the
Creative Writing Department
learned that the shelter needed
$13,000 in a few weeks, or it
would be forced to shut down.
They then set about a program to
involve Longwood and theFarmville community.
After asking local businesses to
donate one percent of their profit
by die start of Domestic Violence
Month on Oct 1,14 responded,
including Charley's Waterfront
Café that pledged ten percent of
its income anda monthly Madeline's Day.
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Fate of the Ailing Cunninghams Elm Finally Determined
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
A f ter months of speculation,
the future of the American elm
tree rooted next to North Cunningham Residence Hall has
been decided. The tree will be
cut down over fall break, when
the majority of campus will be
enjoying a four-day vacation.
The decision comes as a result
of the tree's deteriorating health
due to a summer drought and
extreme heat.
Talks began in spring 2010 to
possibly remove the tree, which
was showing signs of failing
health. Bill Westerhoff, director
of landscape and grounds management, said the tree was not
removed last spring because,
"The timeline was too tight between the process of bidding
work out." Westerhoff said the
winning bidder, who will cut
down tne elm beginning Sat.
Oct. 9 and lasting until Mon.
Oct. 11, is Timberline Tree &
Landscape Service out of Charlotte Court House, Va.
An inspection in April 2010 by
Charlottesville arborist Van
Yahres Tree Company showed
the tree needed some pruning,
which was scheduled for the
fall. However, more rapid deterioration showed that pruning
would hot help the health of the
tree. The most recent inspection

reported the leaves on the tree
currently are at next year's
growth and are at only onetnird of their size. The inspection also showed the elm to be
"hazardous" to the North Cunningham Residence Hall residents and the some 2,500
people who pass near the 175year-old tree each day.
Westerhoff said weather
would help determine if the tree
will be removed as scheduled.
He said that if additional rainfall occurs, the project might be
delayed until November.
Westerhoff noted if more rain
had fallen over the summer
months, chances are the tree
would have survived much
longer. However, concerns over
the elm bark beetle infecting the
tree with Dutch elm disease was
also taken into consideration.
The elm has been treated with
fertilizer and insecticide to prevent the infection that lasts two
to three years.
Louise Waller, chair of the
Campus Impact committee and
space planning & real property
manager, said the removal of
the tree is "of special interest to
many across campus." Waller
went on to say in an email, "We
understand that loosing this
tree will be very hard for many
members of the Longwood
family."
Waller said, "This decision was

not made lightly or in a vacuum." She noted the communication between Longwood and
Van Yahres, who she called
"very reputable."
The danger of the tree revolves
-around its structure. There are
rotten areas and an obvious
large hole in the upper part of
the trunk. Cables nave been
laced in the tree's crown to rej£ve .stress from the weight of
Esome
of the larger limbs two
years ago, said Westerhoff. A
14-inch diameter limb fell out
of the tree on a nice day this
past January.
The last large tree to be cut
down on Longwood's property
was at the Longwooa Bed 8c
Breakfast on High St. Westerhoff said emergency tree work
was done after graduation in
May when a storm passed
through the area. It was a black
gum measuring 64-inches in diameter.
Westerhoff said some areas
would be closed off because of
the tree work. The Hiner and
Coyner connecter will be closed
along with parts of Lancaster
Mall, over to Beale Plaza. Traffic
will be re-routed behind Hiner
and Coyner, beginning at 7 a.m.
each day and lasting until the
workday is over. The sidewalks
will then be reopened. Some
rooms in North Main Cunningham will be evacuated as well

because of the work Residents
have already been notified if
their room is affected.
Large equipment such as chippers, bucket trucks, and a crane
will be on scene. A 60-inch saw
will be used to cut down the
tree. The crane will help pick up
large sections and keep them
from rolling away. Westerhoff
said there should be no threat to
the fragile presidential wall that
faces Lancaster Hall.
Sophomore Brenna Rubenstein said, "I like looking at it
[the tree]. I'm sad it's going to
be cut down." Rubenstein said,
however, that it is important to
remove the tree since it is
deemed a safety hazard.
Westerhoff added that nothing would be left of the site once
the tree is gone. The trunk will
be removed and the area will be
leveled off so grass can be
planted over the area. As much
wood waste as possible will be
saved from the tree and stored
in a warehouse. Ideas of how
the wood can be reused are welcomed and should be sent to
Waller at wallermw@longwood.edu. The waste will not be
used as mulch because of the
threat of Dutch elm disease,
said Westerhoff.
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Life in
Mayberry
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
Monday
marked the 50th
anniversary of the
first episode of
the popular television program
"The Andy Griffith Show? which
defined a generation and taught
NEWS
life lessons tnat
COLUMN
people still accredit today. The
best thing about this anniversary party is
that no one has forgotten the memory of
the show or it's true essence. In fact, people
are still coming to the screen and the town
like never before to show appreciation to
Maybetry's meaning.
Clearly, "The Andy Griffith Show" has
stood the test of time. It is still a staple on
cable television's TV Land and a hallmark
on many southern local television channels
in the afternoon. I personally can recall finishing dinner up and watching the show at
5:30 every day on my hometown's local CBS
affiliate, WDBJ7. It's been a fan favorite and
everyone in the region loves it still today.
The show transmitted into homes over 249
episodes in an eight-year period. Reruns of
the show still rate No. 1 on TV Land's ratings.
Aside from the bubbly personality of
Andy's (Andy Griffith) fellow partner in
law abidance, Deputy Barney Fife (Don
Knotts) and die often snippy, yet fun-drunk
Aunt Bea (Frances Bavier), the foundations
of Mayberry still are as popular today as it
was wnen tnat way of life was so common.
However, Southern paradise on the scene
wasn't so perfect as it was depicted.
Mayberry didn't focus on the real problems of the day: racial strife, a testing war,
and the rise of a social revolution. Instead,
each day commenced with a bountiful
breakfast with everyone all bright-eyed and
bushy-tail^ and ended with a hug, a rock-,
ing-cnair,and a oluegrass tune that got your
feet stompiri
Instead of feared dictators and terrorists,
the only thing people had to contend with
was a rock-chunking Ernest T. Bass and a
town drunk named Otis who would self-incarcerate himself whenever he was too
drunk to be a man. On the flip side, the fun
would come when the Darlings would
come down from the mountains for some
pickin' and grinning but not before the "Fun
Girls" would come and try to steal Barney
and Andy from whoever they were courting that week.
Perhaps what makes the show so special
now is its appeal to life as most of us know
it. Mayberry was, on screen, a paradise
where time stood still. Everyone knew each
other and there were no distractions that
took people away from enjoying the moment It was so inviting. Watching the show
almost makes you feel like you are living the
life and interacting with the characters.
Every Aunt Bea of the day had that best
friend with the better-than-you mentality.
Every child could feel for Opie when Anay
would get one of his infamous mean
streaks. It was real people and real situations that everyone could relate too. Not
just people who drink sweet tea.
I can remember one of my favorite
episodes entitled "Man In a Hurry." The
plot revolves around a well to do businessman from Charlotte whose car broke down
in the rural setting. He was so eager to get
home, back to the rush of the city, but
stayed just long enough for the slow pace to
get the best of nim. Tne charm of Mayberry
made him want to stick around a bit longer.
While there is no real Mayberry, the town
of Mount Airy, N.C., which is very real, has
labeled itself as the Eden depicted on the
tube. They host festivals each year and have
many storefronts dedicated to the show.
The Andy Griffith Museum is also there. It's
a place where superfans can come and
where superfans reside.
The thing to remember about "The Andy
Griffith Show," is that it's not just a show. Its
a lesson in life. It teaches the basic principles of honesty, while showing whats right
and what's wrong. It teaches to apologize
and sometimes believe the unobvious. It
teaches the basics of community and neighborly actions. The show captures the hearts
of millions, while at the same time giving
the watcher a few chuckles along the way.
Most importantly, it teaches the sweetness
and simplicity in life.
The next time you're in a hurry or life's
getting a little too much for you, sit down
and find an episode of "The Andy Griffith
Show." Those 30 minutes of paradise will
truly allow you to relax and enjoy life. You'll
return to a time where everytning is different It's a magical time in a magical place.
You'll wish you grew up in Mayberry. I
know I sure do.

Madeline's House Support Continued
Continued from Pg. 1
Raffle tickets were sold between Sept 29 - Oct 3 with 19 donated prizes at Oktoberfest Longwood's chapter of the Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity, Longwoods rugby and golf teams, and Dorrill Dining Hall chipped in and raised
$1,223 in conjunction with the raffle.
The Mparticipating businesses gave another $1,204. All together, the shelter
credited the awareness" caused by the Longwood campaign with raisingmore
than $40,000 including a $15,000 contribution from the Farmville area. Blackstone and South Hill, Va., now hold their own Madelines Days as a result
The Longwood Madelines Day has continued steadily since 2008 and this
year was under the leadership of Graduate Assistants Summer Jenkins and Jessica Koelzer.
Koelzer said that this was her "first year working in a management position
on Madeline's Day. Last year I was a working intern on the project but it's an
honor to be this dose and personal this year on all the decisions. She felt itwas
"an honor to work on Madeline's Day this year. The people we have met through
the community efforts and also outreach programs are amazing and we can
only hope to strengthen that bond between our department and Madeline's
House."
Based on the socialfearof mentioning domestic violence, despite its affect on
one in three women and an unaccountable number of children, the "Man-Up"
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The carnations were handed out to female students and the "Man-Up"
sheets to males.

pledge was devised Koelzer said this was to raise "awareness [among men] that
not all violence is between the abused and the abuser, but that in fact by allowing domestic violence to happen, you are not only encouraging it but also you
are an accessory?
Koelzer said "it would be wonderful if the Longwood Community would support Madeline's House and volunteer with them or donate at any time. They are
always lookingforhelp and money- nobodyrealizeshow much money it takes
to get these women and children living a normal life again. Things that we take
for granted- especially safety- are things these women appreciate Deyond belief,
anadeserve more than some can imagine."
Jenkins, also in her first year heading Madeline's Day, described the day as
arising not only from the efforts of Carroll-Hackett, Barr, Eichdberger, and
Odom, but a pre-existing support for domestic violence victims. The Longwood community is asked, in tnis continuing tradition, to give "awareness, participation, and money" to a placeforvictims to "hide and get back on their feet"
Akin to Koelzer, Jenkins felt that even in her position as manager, she was "a
small step on the totem pole" to notifying people about domestic violence.'
This year, she said, the silent vigil was worked onto campus, originally in the
Free Speech Zone on die Lankford Patio, but moved to a rain location inside,
with the inclusion of 150 white carnations from Rochettes' and Carters flower
shops. She concluded by saying that "the biggest part would be getting students
together."
All of the pieces arranged by Jenkins and Koelzer came together on Sept 30
at the third annual Madelines Day. The carnations, with small informative papers attached, were handed out to female students and the "Man-Up" sheets to
males from a table in Dorrill DiningHalL Pamphlets such as "Rape Aggression
Defense," "Madelines House," and Ttomestic Violence," lay beside posters stating "Love Shouldn't Hurt" on the student-decorated table, manned by three to
four people at a time. A banner hung from the front announcing Madeline's
Day to the arriving diners.
At 4 p.m., the vigil took place in Lankford's Ballroom. Despite a small turnout
because of the rain, Madeline's House Sexual Assault Program Director Shelly
Epperson and Ray Ostrander from the Rape Aggression Defense (RAD) spoke
on the day's issues. Epperson spoke first telling the statistics of domestic violence, stating that "One in every three women and one in ever six men is in a
violentrelationship."She also read die names of the victims that Madeline's
House was aware of related to domestic violence. Next Ostrander let students
know about thefreeself-defense classes offered at Longwood
Meanwhile, "mementos,flowers,or tokens of remembrance" were presented
for individual victims of domestic violence. By 4:30, the day's grand event had
ended, but interns remained until 6 p m to carry out their duties to the famished
dinner crowd
With all things considered, Madeline's Day seeks to indicate that it is not normal for anyone to be controlled, battered, neglected, or demeaned in a relationship. Both sexes deal with abuse from a partner. In 2007,50-60 percent of
domestic violence cases hadfemalevictims and the other 40 percent were male
For more information about their services, donation, or assistance opportunities of any kind, Madeline's House can be reached by email at info@maddineshouse.net by phone at 434-292-1077 or their webpage at
www.madelineshouse.net Their hotline, 1-888-819-2926, can be calledforaid
in case of an unhealthyrelationshipin which abuse is taking place or one partner feels threatened

Downtown Farmville Revitalization Project
Members of the community try to bring life back to downtown area
MEAGAN BURKETT

Business Manager
Recently, a group of volunteers
formed the Farmville Downtown
Revitalization Taskforce. The taskforce is working on improving the
downtown area through the renovation of buildings. Town Manager
Gerry Spates oversees the Downtown Revitalization Project and
has to approve the taskforce's
plans.
The taskforce's main goals are
making downtown more attractive
and drawing life back to Main
Street. Jimmy Johnson, co-owner
of The Sleeping Bee and co-chairman of the taskforce, wants to
m'ake downtown "look and feel
better, so it's more inviting and you
feel like you want to be part of it...
You want it to be memorable." Another objective is to attract more
businesses downtown, and bring
in students and their families as
well more Farmville residents.
Some improvements to the look
of downtown include the "Welcome to Historic Farmville" arch,
new facades, and even painted
window sills on the storefronts.
Johnson hopes to coordinate volunteer worlc with some of the
Longwood University students in-

volved in Greek organizations and
service organizations on campus to
aid in the revitalization process.
Johnson and director of the
Longwood Center for Visual Arts
(LCvA) Johnson Bowles have already planned for art students to
come and paint the windows of
any businesses that agree to it.
Johnson is expecting that this kind
of involvement from students will
make them feel they have more of
a buy-in and will want to come
downtown.
Johnson also wants students to
get involved in other ways. He said,
We want to put together one or
maybe two student committees,
one with Longwood, one with
Hampden-Sydney, to get some
feedback direcdy from the students, as far as their thoughts and
feelings and input and activities.
We are hoping to use a lot of the
students' internships and things
like that to do some studies."
Spates plays a different role in the
project. As town manager, he contracts the architect and makes the
final decisions with the town
council on how the plans will be
implemented. Appearances are the
main concern from an administrative aspect, such as the arch, lighting and new facades.

Elm Tree
Continued from Pg. 1
"I am sure that most people will be very
sad to see it go, however, I am also confident that most people can see its failing
health and understand the safety concerns," said Waller. "I hope that the Longwood community understands how much
it pained us to make this decision as well as
how much thought and investigation went
into the final decision to remove the tree."
Waller said the public is invited to a ceremony celebrating the life of the elm tree
along with the addition of two new elms,
both a cross between an American and
Chinese elm, later this fall. The new trees
will stand 15-feet tall.
"I hate to see a tree like this go away," said
Westerhoff, "but the safety of students is
paramount"

However, Spates is also interested
in getting more businesses downtown to help attract people. There
are currently 11 empty storefronts
on Main St., but Spates said a new
farmer's market is getting ready to
open up. He would like to have a
variety of businesses downtown.
When discussing the types of businesses he had in mind, Spates said,
"I know Macado's is a big spot that
students like to go to, so we need
to get something closer downtown,
closer to the scnool that students
will come down and patronize."
Spates said a problem with the
businesses downtown is the hours;
a lot of them don't open until after
people are at work and are closed
Defore everyone gets off. Some
people work in Farmville but live
in neighboring communities with
their own shopping. If these people plan to go shopping on the
weekends, they will more than
likely shop in their own communities rather than driving back to
Farmville. Spates said he feels that
businesses staying open for a few
hours later on weekdays could
help.
However, he did play a part in
bringing people downtown into
apartments. It may help because
they have started to allow people

to convert the upstairs of their
businesses into apartments. Spates
said, "Hopefully if you can get a lot
of people living downtown, they'll
shop downtown."
Spates thinks another thing that
will help is parking. They are
adding additional parking lots to
allow people to drive downtown,
but Spates said, "The businesses
need to organize and work together as a group ... to try to attract more people down there,"
.and they need to find out what
would make the public come
downtown.
Although the Revitalization Project is in its early stages, there are
many players involved already.
Several people from the university
are on taskforce committees including the Dean of the Cook-Cole
College of Arts and Sciences
Charles Ross, who serves as the
other co-chairman to the taskforce. Director of First Year Experience Sarah Whitley may be
Longwood's official representative.
The taskforce has many subcommittees and hopes many more
people get involved in the near future.

CRIME UPDATE: RECENT BURGLARIES SOLVED
KATLYN NORMAN

Asst. Online Editor
T h i s year in the Town of Farmville as well as
Prince Edward County and surrounding areas,
there have been multiple home invasion burglaries committed. Late last month, the Farmville Police Department sent out two press
releases describing the arrest of the people that
committed the crimes, which included both
armed robbery and robbery.
Recently, a 17-year-old male was arrested for
an armed robbery that took place at Park Avenue at 9 p.m. on Sept. 1. The 25-year-old victim was robbed of his moped and other
personal items. Police arrested the juvenile subject and charged him with multiple offenses including carjacking, robbery, use of a firearm

during the commission of afelonyand brandishing afirearm.He is being held in the Richmond juvenile Detention center.
On Sept 9, three individuals weredetained
after a reported robbery in town the night before. Information was uncovered that led to
poUcefindingevidence that tied these three Individuals to a string ofburglaries that occurred
in the town and Prince Edward County
Any one inquiring more information can
contact Lt Andy Ellington or Sgt Bill Boom of
the Farmville Police Department at 434-3922125.
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Waller Speaks on Megan's Law During Blackwell Talk
LAURA BETH STRJCKER

Copy Editor
T h e Blackwell Talks series continued this
past Mon., Oct 4 at 12 p.m. in the Virginia
Room of Blackwell Hall. A total of 31 people
comprised of students,faculty,and staff gathered in the room to listen to Associate Professor of Finance and Real Estate and Chair of
the Department of Accounting, Economics,
Finance, and Real Estate in tne College of
Business and Economics Dr. Bennie Waller.
Waller gave an extensive presentation on a recently published paper by himself, Associate
Professor of Economics Dr. Raymond Brastow, and Assistant Professor of Economics Dr.
Scott Wentland. The paper was entitled, "Estimating the Effect of Crime Risk on Property
Values and Time on Market: Evidence from
Megan's Law in Virginia," which examined the
effect of sex offenders on home sales in central
Virginia from 1999 to 2009. The effect included homes ranging from one-tenth of a
mile out to one mile from an offender's residence.
Waller said this paper has generated a host of
phone calls, emails, and letters to himself and
the co-authors for the last few months. "We've
gotten calls from all over the countryf Waller
said Waller also said this paper "has grown a
life of its own," because the news reached The
Richmond Times-Dispatch, The Washington
Examiner, and others. The authors also presented their research to the Federal Reserve

Bank of Richmond at an economics seminar.
This paper has also inspired several Longwood students in their research. One of
Waller's students is currently examining the
impact of horrific crimes on property value.
According to Waller, their paper was the first
of its kind T^Jone of the previous research has
considered market durations," Waller said In
addition, this is one of thefirststudies done in
a relatively rural area. Previous studies examined sex offenders and property values in
Tampa, Fla., and Charlotte, N.C. According
to an early August 2010 Longwood press release, "This paperfillsthe gap in the literature
by estimating tne effect a nearby sex offender's
residence has on its surrounding real estate
market in relatively rural areas ofcentral Virginia."
The literature regarding price and duration
as well as time on market (TOM) ranges from
1974 to 2007, and all have some controversy
over whether there is a positive or negative relationship between price, duration, TDM, and
sex offenders' proximity. TOM, according to
Waller, referred to the number of says untilthe
property was sold, expired, or taken off the
market
With their research, Waller, Brastow, Wentland recorded 21,542 observations from July
1999 to May 2009, concentrated in SouthCentral Virginia, which included Lynchburg,
Bedford, Appomattox, and several other rural
areas.
Waller reported several surprising statistics
they found in their research. The sex offend-

ers they researched were mostly males, 32 percent black and 65 percent white. Ages ranges
from 16-years-ola to as old as 93. Violent
crimes (rape and the like) made up 82 percent
of the offenses. Brastow was quick to add that
you can get on a sex offender database very
easily: Offenses such as urinating in public,
streaking, and other minor crimes can require
registration with the database. Brastow said
with die Virginia database, you are eligible to
apply to get off the list after 15 years.
There was a lot of debate generated in the
audience about whether or not this research
could help protect people or not In addition,
there was a lot of discussion about whether
this study and others were concentrating on
people in poorer neighborhoods. There was
also a point made about mandatory housing,
where cities and states could separate offenders from the general populous.
According to the pressrelease,the study reported "the presence of a registered sex offender living within one-tenth of a mile
reduces home values by about nine percent
and these same homes take as much as ten
percent longer to sell than homes not located
nearregisteredsex offenders."
The study concluded there were larger effects on price and time it takes to sell, as well
as differences out to greater distances. In addition, the authors found central Virginians
are more likely to "absorb a relatively large risk
jremium," as well as pay a higher premium to
ive in safer areas.
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SGA Meets on Brock Commons
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
T h e Oct. 5 Student Government Association (SGA) meeting was held on Brock
Commons. During the meeting, the results of freshman
elections were announced.
Kasey Haddock and Steven
Summer were elected as freshman class representatives. The
freshman Vice-President is
Darrien Drummond, the Secretary is Haley Thomas, and
the Treasurer fs Sarah Roche.
The spot of President is going
to have a run-off election.
The Honor and Judicial
Boards were allocated $6,120
to go to an annual conference.
They have not gone in two
years. Four members of each
ooard, as well as the advisor
Dr. Richard Chassey, will be in
attendance. The conference
wUl be held in Florida in February.
The Honor and Judicial
Boards were also allocated
$172 for a luncheon to show
new faculty and staff what the
boards are all about. As Honor
Board Chair Allie Smith explained, the purpose is to show
that the boards are a legitimate
organization and they nave the
student's bets interest at heart.
They felt that having a luncheon would make them seem
more of a professional organi-

zation then just a PowerPoint
presentation.
Longwood Athletic Trainers
Association was allocated
$727.20 to go to a conference
in New Orleans, La. They are
sending four people to the conference. They money is to pay
for the gas to get there, as well
as the conference fees for all
four participants.
Student Health Partners were
allocated $1,931.73 for flu vaccines. TheSGA allocated them
money in the spring and the
price nas since gone up. This
money is to cover the difference ih cost. They ordered 60
vials of the vaccine, which is
suppose to get ten doses, but
they usually get more like a
dozen doses out of each vial.
The SGA is trying to implement a public comment section, ana they invite everyone
to come to their meetings and
share thoughts, complaints and
suggestions during mis section
oftfie meeting.
During the Open Forum,
Vice President of Student Affairs Dr. Tim Pierson complimented the SGA on taking
some leadership on the issue of
Mortar Board and Three 6
Mafia.
During President Ben Brittain's executive report, he said
he felt it was a successful Oktoberfest,, and he hopes everyone
else feels the same way. He ex-

News Editor
A panel discussion was held Tues., Oct.
5 in Wygal Auditorium that investigated
issues pertinent to students' meaning and
making in higher education at Longwood
University. Wellness Coordinator Sasha
Gregory said she and Counseling Center
Director Wayne O'Brien have been meeting on a regular basis to discuss the research pertaining to issues and
connections involving meaning-making
and spirituality in higher education. Some
questions were formed for a panel of university representatives from different fields
to discuss.
Those questions include: "Why am I
here?," "What is the meaning of college for
me?," "What do I want to do with my life?,"
"What do I want to be as a person?," and
"Who am I?" The panel also addressed
what Longwood's role is in assisting students to search for meaning. "Last semester, Katie Mann interned with the
Counseling Center and conducted a survey to address meaning and purpose at
Longwood." She said the survey received
over 500 responses. "There is clearly an interest" said Gregory. "We feel that many of
the issues students confront at college revolve around these questions."
Gregory defined tne event as a "spiritual
wellness event" if it had to be placed in a

The SGA met on Brock Commons in order to make the organization seem more approachable.
A couple of announcements
plained that there are run-off
freshman President elections were made at the end of the
and they are holding inter- meeting. The Red Flag Camviews for the other open senate paign Awareness walk will be
seats. They hope by next meet- on Fri., Oct. 22 from 3-6 p.m.
ing that they will have all of the starting at Stubbs Lawn. Also,
attending fundraiser nights at
seats filled.
Brittain congratulated Vice Chick-fil-A, Moe's Southwest
President Brandon Fry on suc- Grill, Buffalo Wild Wings etc.,
cessfully organizing an out- cannot be logged as commudoor meeting. Brittain and nity service hours, according to
Pierson spoke briefly about the the Office of Volunteer and
Lancer Park Bridge lights, as- Service Learning.
suring that the missing ones
The next SGA meeting is tenhave been replaced and the tatively set for Thurs., Oct. 14
other lights are being secured at 3:45 p.m., location TBD.
so they cannot be stolen or
vandalized.

category.
Tne panelists involved in the event exlored questions related to the role that
ongwood plays when helping students
make a true meaning of ana finding definition in their academic and personal
lives.
Panel members included Dr. Tim Pierson, vice president for student affairs; Dr.
Ramesh Rao, chair of the Communication
Studies and Theatre Department; Dr. Carl
Riden, assistant professor of sociology;
Kathleen Mann, senior psychology major;
and Rev. Richard Meiser of The Wesley
Foundation. O'Brien also served as panel
member and moderator for the event
Pierson said the topic discussed Tuesday
was "central to who we are as individuals.
He said the role in which higher education
plays is an important one. "The role helps
develop the whole person," said Pierson.
He also said it is important for Longwood
to create an environment where students
feel safe to express their own ideas among
one another. He called the four years students spend at college "formative" in the
development of knowing who one is. He
also credited the university as advancing
this role through efforts such as a broad
array of organizations, as well as housing
students
The panel explored auestions regarding
the role the campus plays in aiding students in making meaning of their aca-

E

Controversial Stalin Bust
Removed from D-Day
Memorial
BEDFORD, Va.—One of the D-Day Memorial's most controversial
pieces has beenremoved,according to WDBJ7-TV (Roanoke, Va.) A
bust of Soviet Union Dictator Joseph Stalin was removedfroma collection at D-Day Memorial in Bedford The governing board at the memorial decided to remove the bust last week after a few months of
controversy encompassing it The bust will be housed at a temporary location until a better spot can be found at the memorial away from where
it was previously positioned
James Morrison, who opposes the bust told WDBJ7, "This is a very
strange approach to take it down and put it back up. I don't know what
they're hopingtoaccomplish." A memorial spokesman said the busts will
return, but the memorial needstoraise moneyforthe design and construction of a new location. However, opponents said they wouldn't be
happy until die bust is removed indefinitely.

More Computer Woes for the
Commonwealth
RICHMOND, Va.—A handful of state agencies have once again experienced website troubles for afewhours as state conrauter servers acted up
again,reportedThe Richmond Times-Dispatch. Therepeatsever server
problems took place Sept 30. One of the affected agencies included the
„»w
^ convey messages to the public and media regarding
emergencies, but the servers dianot cause that big of a problem, according to the agency's Public Affairs Director Bob Spieldenner.
Thefour-hourfailure came almost a month after problems caused a massive statewide outage to computers in many government agencies, including the departments of transportation and treasury. Virginia
Information Technologies Agency Director of Public Information and
Communications Marcella Williamson said the two incidents are
not related Williamson also noted last weeks event was not "widespread,"
nor did any data storage or network capabilities become damaged.

Roanoke Hopes for 80
Percent Graduation Rate

Panel Discussion Explores Meaning, Spirituality in College
COREY MORRIS

NEWS BRIERY

demic and personal lives. Connections to
This I Believe II, the current first-year
reading, curriculum, and co-curricular experiences may help stimulate students to
consider beliefs, purpose and meaning
that direct their lives, Gregory explained.
Mann discussed some of the findings of
her survey in regard to the questions presented to the panel. Her data showed that
nearly half of the students asked if they feel
lovea regularly at college said they didn't
Mann commented these findings were
"sad." She also said almost 90 percent answered they feel alone many times.
The panel addressed these statistics and
noted the extreme amount of course work
placed on students can correlate with
Mann's findings. Rao gave the example of
one student who he talked to that had to
read 24 chapters of a book in two days.
The panel suggested that so many things
get in the way of spirituality and finding
meaning while wearing the nat of a college
student
Rao said the problem with spirituality is
common amongst institutions of higher
learning. "I dont know how a Spirituality
101 class would apply," he said, while admitting he would oe mterested in the discussion that would revolve around a
possibility of such a course.

ROANOKE, Va.—In a report released last week, Roanoke Cityschook
received a dose of good news sided with a serving of bad. The city's
school graduation rate is die highest it has been in a number of years,
but stmranks as one of the lowest in the state. In 2007, die city's graduation rate was at 59.1 percent,reportsWDBJ7-TV (Roanoke) and rose
to just under 67 percent last year. The graduation raterosejust over a
percentage point for this year as welL School Board Chairman David
Carson said the city recognizes the progress the schools are making, but
the levels are not wnere tne city wantstobe. Superintendent Rita Bishop
said the rate could increase if the Commonwalth would include students who graduate infiveyears into the report Doing so would have increased the graduation percentage by another point, Bishop estimated.
As of now, Virginia calculates graduation rates on the basis of the number of students who receive a diploma infouryears of high school Under
newly implemented federal guidelines, high schools are requiredtoreach
a graduation rate of 80 percentile percent in order to make adequate
yearly progress.

Fiction Writer Everett to
Receive Longwood
University Dos Passos Prize
FARMVILLE, Va.—Fiction writer Percival Everett willreceivethe 29th
John Dos Passos Prize for Literature from Longwood University on
Thurs., Nov. 4, at 8 pm. in Molnar Recital Hall in Wygal. Everett is Distinguished Professor of English at the University of Southern California,
where he teaches courses in creative writing, American studies and critical theory. He has developed a cult-likefollowingforhis satiric wit and
the edectic subjects of his work Everett's best-known novel is "Erasure"
(2001) and has oeen called a "satiric indictment of race and publishing in
America." The book is being taught this semester in a course taught by
Dr. David Magill, assistant professor of English at Longwood. "He has
been called genre ambidextrous,"' said Dr. Craig Challender, profess«-of
English and chair ofthis year's Dos Passos Prize Committee. A dessert reception in the Haga Room, also in Wygal willfollowthe award ceremony, which includes a reading by therecipientThe event is funded by
die Longwood University .Foundation, the Office of Academic Affairs,
the Cook-Cole College of Arts and Sciences, and EML

Perriello Announces Grant to
Study for Possible Charter School
FARMVILLE, Va.—Representative Tom Perriello (D-15th) spoke at the
Robert Russa Moton Museum in Farmville Tuesday afternoon to announce a grant that will help develop a modelformore high-ouality education opportunities in rural Southside Virginia. The Moton Museum's
Southside Virginia Regional Charter Schoofproject is eligiblefora total
of $159,103 per year,forthe next three years thanks to funding from the
US. Department of Education's Public Charter Schools Program.
Charter schools are public schools that provide educationaioptions for
{»rents and students while at the same time, giving communities and educators the ability to create new and innovative curriculums in the Commonwealth. The grant Perriello announced would give the Museum the
right to commence a community discussion on theformationof a charter school in die area to act as an alternative to traditional education in
theregion.Perriello called the grant "cutting edge"forthe area. "This will
help every kid live up to their potential whether they are bom in the
urban world or a rural environment. I think it's very exciting for them"
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Baby Wants Candy Improv Troupe Comes to Longwood

Thefamous group performed the never-before-seen, and completely-made-up, "Moosearella"
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
O n Thurs., Sept. 30, at 8 p.m., a
group of improvising professionals
called Baby Wants Candy (BWC) performed their hysterical skit in the
Lankford Student Union Ballroom.
The event, sponsored by Lancer Productions, helped kick-off the Oktoberfest weekend. There are over 40
individuals who make up BWC, but
only eight of the crew members were
present at the show, including the three
people who made up the band. BWC
nas performed over 2,000 completely
improvised musical parodies, and
added to this number with their show
here last week.
In order to produce the show, the audience was instructed to shout out a
title of a musical that had never been

performed, which allowed BWC to
make up the evening's ofF-the-cufF 60minute musical. The crew said that the
titles usually range in topic; it can be a
play-off of a movie such as "Inglorious
Pastors," or a mock-reference to something in particular, like "Spandex 1986:
The Musical." In this case, a Longwood
student yelled "Moosearella," putting a
spin on the famous movie "Cinderella"
To give the crowd a preview of their
skill and style, BWC asked a student to
come on stage and recap her day. The
improvisers tnen created what the volunteer's dream might have looked like
later that night. Tne group then executed an original making of
"Moosearella."
There were a few different story lines
throughout the show, but it began
when a scientist created a "beautiful"
bride for himself out of human and

moose body parts; he died soon after room next door. As the members of
his wife was created. The tale remained the cast were coming up with ways to
that "Moosearella" lived in a haunted "Shut the kid up," one of the members
house on top of Moose Hill in a small said, "Baby wants candy." Their second
reason for the name represented a reftown.
There were five other characters: a erence to the movie "Dirty Dancing,"
young man and his mother, the specifically to Jennifer Grey's character.
grumpy mayor of the town, a lonely Third, the group stated on their site
man traveling with his dog "B.J.," ana that the phrase was spoken by a mem"Moosearella. After many plot twists ber on tneir way to a strip club.
When asked if they had ever been
and satirical implications, tne musical
came to a stop. In the end, the moose stumped before by a tide, the group
woman found love and the rest of the wrote on their site, "Nothing ever recharacters learned somewhat of a valu- ally stumps us because we can make up
anything we want to. That said, someable lesson along the way.
BWC had the crowd in hysterics and times tiues have words we don't know,
very grateful for their performance. so we make up definitions that sound
The group wrote on their website that right to us." mey also noted that abthe tide of BWC was generated based solutely none of their routines are
on three different criteria. First, one of planned out beforehand, and that there
the cast member's nephews was on set is no set structure, "We know we'll start
and consistendy cried loudly from the with an opening number. Even our

musical director and band are improvising. We truly improvise every aspect
of the show."
BWC has featured performers such
as Nicole Parker and Stephnie Weir
from MadTV, Jack McBrayer from 30
Rock, and Rachel Dratcn and Seth
Meyers from SNL. Among others,
BWC was named the "Best comedy in
Chicago" by Chicago Magazine and
"Best visiting comedy" by Timeout NY.
Those who missed tne snow last week
can follow the group on Twitter
("babywantscandy ) or on Facebook
("Baby wants candy improvised musical w/ full band!"). You can also check
out their website for more information
and future shows: http://www.babywantscandy.com.

Theta Chi Fraternity to Host Real-Life Mario Kart Tournament
Philanthropy event: Fun-filled racing event hopes to raisefindsfor Stop Hunger Now
their first of many yearly efforts to help combat
world hunger.
Rather than simply soliciting for donations
O n Sat., Oct. 23 at noon, Longwood students around campus, the brothers of Theta Chi are
and staff will have the chance to put their racing fashioning the fundraiser after Mario Kart in
skills to the test. The brothers of Theta Chi Fra- order to make it as fun as possible. Beginning on
ternity are hosting a philanthropy event for Stop the checkerboard pattern in front of Wheeler
Hunger Now, consisting of a real-life Mario Kart Lawn, eight contestants will use Big Wheel bikes
to race down the sidewalk, around Grainger
tournament on campus.
Stop Hunger Now is an international fundrais- Fountain, and back to the starting point. Tournaing organization dedicated to providing hunger ment rules dictate a bracket style competition, in
relief around the world. According to the Stop which the top two finishers of each race move on
Hunger Now official website, the organization has to the next round.
There are also many ways for spectators to parpackaged a total of 32,773,946 meals in the ten
years its been operational. The Iota Lambda chap- ticipate and support the fundraiser. In exchange
ter of Theta Chi co-sponsored a Stop Hunger for donations, brothers will distribute silly string
Now event at Longwood last fall, and the brothers and water guns for audience members to shoot at
plan to host annual fundraisers in support of the contestants. These are just a few of the obstacles
organization. The Oct. 23 charity event will be that reference the antics and chaos of Mario Kart.

JACOB BIGGS

Assistant A&E Editor

Club Corner: Math Club
JAMIE CLIFT

Asst. Features Editor
T h ere is a club out there for
everyone; math lovers are certainly
no exception. Almost every week
on Tuesdays or Thursdays. on
Ruffner's third floor, the Math Club
meets to discuss, well, math. They
tell math jokes, play math games,
and otherwise appreciate their favorite subject.
Recendy, the group hosted a Math
Match Game based on the popular
game show; the only difference was
that all of the questions were, of
course, math-related. The 20 or so
people in attendance also enjoyed
refreshments in addition to the activities.
This was just one of the many
events that Math Club has planned
for the year. Upcoming events include a Math Jeopardy match
against Hampden-Sydney, an informational session on wnat to do
with a math major, and a program
called "Mental Math," on how to
improve mental math skills.
Math may not be the most popular major at Longwood, but many
people are still very interested in

the subject. In the age of Science
and technology, math is more important than ever.
As any Math Club president
should be, Crystal Peoples is very
passionate about math. I first went
to Math Club because I wanted to
get to know more people who are
interested in math, just like me.
Math seems to be a subject that a
lot of people hate so it's really nice
to have tnis club where you can
hang out with other math nerds. I
became president because it's really
important to me for other people to
see the beauty of mathematics," she
says.
The Math Club's Vice President,
Jeff Anway, frequendy encourages
his friends to come to the meetings,
even the ones who aren't math majors. Anyone is welcome. For anyone who loves math and wants to
connect with others who love it too,
checking out Math Club would be a
great idea. "I would absolutely encourage other people to join, said
Peoples. "We nave a lot of fun in
Matn Club. We always try to present math in a fun way. We don t just
sit around and do math problems
all meeting."

In further appreciation of the game, prizes such
as T-shirts and gift cards will be awarded for tournament champion, best Mario Kart costume, and
possibly even best wipeout. Finally, if you need an
extra burst of energy to finish the race, a $1 donation will grant you the real-life equivalent of
mushroom power. Known as the "brother boost,"
a member of the fraternity will push you across
the final stretch.
The brothers of Theta Chi are not setding for
only student participation: they also encourage
professors to compete. Dane Summerell and
Brian "Muddy" Waters, the primary organizers of
the event, hope to briefly speak to students about
Stop Hunger Now in tne classrooms of willing
professors. They plan to install donation jars in
each of these classrooms, endeavoring to raise at
least $50 per jar. If the goal is met, volunteer professors will agree to compete in the race, provid-

ing even greater incentive to donate. In the words
of Summerell, "Who doesn't want the chance to
shoot their professors with silly string and water
guns?"
Sign-ups for the race will be held Oct. 13-15 and
18-22 in front of Lankford Student Union. The
cost is $10 per contestant, but the price depreciates as more competitors register. If you register
with a friend, the total price is $15 instead of $20,
and it increases by $5 for each added contestant.
All proceeds will go to Stop Hunger Now, and the
brothers of Theta Chi hope you'll help them meet
their $1,500 goal. Final sign-ups will be held before the competition on Saturday, but make sure
to take advantage of the price depreciation by registering early If students and faculty contribute to
the success of the Stop Hunger Now fundraiser, it
could become a charitable and beloved annual
Longwood event.

Comic Community Submission

Comic By: Aaron E. Persh
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This is a community submission that does not represent the views, thoughts or opinions of The Rotunda Editorial Board
or anyone involved with The Rotunda.

Award-Winning Poet Rebecca Foust Entertains Audience of Students and Faculty
JACOB BIGGS

Asst. A&E Editor
O n Mon., Oct. 4 at 8 p.m., the increasingly popular poet Rebecca Foust conducted a poetry reading in Wygal's Molnar Recital Hall. She recited
many poems from her books entided, "All That
Gorgeous, Pitiless Song" and "God, Seed." The
reacting drew a substantial audience, composed of
both students and faculty.
Foust seriously began writing poetry in 2007 and
started reading ner work publicly in 2008. Since her
emergence as a poet, she nas been published in numerous print journals including: Adanta Review,"
"North American Review," and "The Hudson Review."
According to the Rebecca Foust official website,
her poems Dark Card" and "Mom's Canoe" won
the 2007 and 2008 Robert Phillips Poetry Chapbook Prizes, and her fiill-length book, "All That
Gorgeous, Pitiless Song" won the 2008 Many
Mountains Moving Poetry Book Award. In the
short amount of time that sne's been writing, Foust
has established herself as one of today's most promising poets.
In ner early career, Foust typically composed freeform poetry, but her poetic style is continually

evolving. She earned an MFA from Warren Wilson
College in January 2010, and immersed herself in a
vast ränge of poetical styles during that process.
Lately, she is becoming fond of form. The Villanelle form is one of her particular favorites, due to
the sound imagery and repetition that characterizes it. Sound repetition is tne defining characteristic of the form, and Foust greatiy enjoys poetry that
progresses by sound, rather than by logic. "When
read aloud," Foust said, "the Villanelle form creates
a feeling of being inside an echo chamber."
Foust incorporates many resurgent themes into
her poetry, one of which Ming concerns for her
semi-autistic son. He suffers from Asperger's Syndrome and has been a primary inspiration for
much of her early writing in particular.
According to Foust, her son in poetry functions as
"a metaphor for the experience of being other in a
society with mainstream values." She said his experiences can substitute for issues of racism and sexism: her son embodies the idea of being an outcast,
someone unable to adhere to modern societal values.
Another common theme that Foust addresses in
her poetry is the clash between man's ambition and
the natural environment. She highly values nature
instruction of the
and frequendy laments man's aestn

natural world in her writing. Her book "God, Seed"
follows the arc of the seasons: The springtime
mood celebrates the beauty of nature whereas winter emphasizes a feeling of bleakness and hiatus.
Foust says that the book presents a "visceral, Edenlike depiction of nature and illustrates how man's
interaction with it is not always a good thing." She
hopes her nature poetry will instilfinto her readers
a heightened sense of responsibility for the environment
Foust derives influence from a wide range of poetry, and named William B. Yeats, Robert Frost, and
Paul Muldoon as a few of her favorite poets. She
draws much of her inspiration from reading other
poets, and sometimes from disagreeing with their
work
Foust constandy carries a pen and index cards
with her just in case inspiration strikes. She claims
that her poem "Wild Swan" came to her in complete form, and she may have lost it had she not
been carrying writing implements. Such waves of
inspiration prevent her from experiencing writer's
block: She nas piles of unfinished work that she can
always return to.
Rebecca Foust's work is exactly what great poetry
should be: personally relevant, emotionally rooted,
and socially critical. She is continually gaining
\

ntotoBirNnaoara
Poet Rebecca Foust shares her poetry
recognition in the world of writing for her skill with
language and poetic sound. You can read her biography and much most of her work on www.rebeccafoust.com.
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Fall Fever

Virgin Mobile Festival: Free Is Good
IAN SHIH

Asst. News Editor
T h ese days, anything that is free is
usually looked upon with suspicion or
is too good to be true, but the 2010
Virgin Mobile FreeFest held at Merriweather Post Pavilion in Columbia,
Md. was totally legit. Tickets went
"on-sale" June 25 and an estimated
40,000 free tickets were "sold-out" in
just under 20 minutes. Those lucky
enough to get their hands on a ticket
were treated to an 11-hour audio orgasm by 21 performers on three separate stages.
The mercury pushed just above 90
degrees, but the neat was matched by
the energy of the crowds in what
seemed luce summer's final farewell.
Known for their soaring melodies and
grandiose sound, rising Australian
rock band The Temper Trap were the
first act on stage ana they set the pulse
for the rest of tne day. Their pounding
rhythm combined with lead singers
Dousy Mandagi's sonic vocals
breamed life into an eager crowd. The
energy reached its peak when the audience erupted in dance upon hearing
the beckoning guitar riff of the bands
hit single "Sweet Disposition" off their
2009 debut album "Conditions."
Unfortunately, with 21 performances
squeezed into 11 hours it was impossible to see every act and leave satisfied. The good news was that the
production team did a great job organizing the line-up in a way that
staggered performances based on
genre. For example, rockers Jimmy
Eat World coincided with the disco
beats of Will Eastman. Speaking of
Jimmy Eat World, it is hard to believe
that it has almost been a decade since
they released their platinum-selling
breakout album "Bleed American.
The band has struggled to reclaim the
success they had ever since they reassured angsty teens (Le., us nine years
ago) that "everything will be alright"
but on Saturday theyproved theynad
not lost their energy.
Unlike most other bands that reserve
their biggest hits for last, Jimmy Eat
World dove right into "Sweetness and
"The Middle. Some audience members wondered at first if it was acceptable to bop their heads to songs that
reminded them of their awkward
years in high school, but the mosh pit
that formed settled that question
quickly. They also gave the audience a
special preview of songs off their new
album Invented," which was released
just last week. The performance was
nothing short offlawless.Lead singer
Jim Aitkin's was thoroughly impressive, his vocals and overall performance, characterized by his high-pitch
and intense stare, gave away no sign of
aging.
Over in a lightly wooded area of
Merriweather Post Pavilion was a
stage erected solely for dance music
aptly named the Dance Forest. Of all
the stages, the Dance Forest drew perhaps the most dedicated fans. For
those unfamiliar with dance music,
there is something just incredibly intriguing about the crowd's reaction to

the music. With rock and rap, the audience tends to be totally chaotic.
While there is some predictability,
bodies tend to fling themselves randomly in every which direction; but
with dance music the crowd moves as
one with the beat. With the stage
tucked away in the woods it can almost be quite eerie, as if some sort of
primitive ritual where the participants
are all entranced by the DJ. Wolfgang
Gartner's performance is a perfect
case-in-point, highlighted by his
dance remix of Beethoven's 5th symphony, where heads raised and lowered with every interpolated violin
stroke.
Music was not the only highlight at
this year's FreeFest, scores ofsponsors
and venders were eager to drive traffic
to their activity booths, tents, and
even beds and teepees. State Farm
constructed a mini "club" complete
with red carpet and photographers.
Toyota showcased their Prius and
gave away free bandanas imprinted
with their logo. Sony had a game
lounge equipped with PlayStation 3's
and 3-D television sets. Even a Ferris
wheel was installed overlooking the
West Stage.
Most unusual was Kyocera's strange
assortment of beds, hammocks, and
teepees, that provided welcome (although by the end of the day slightly
disgusting) relief for weary bodies.
The combined effect was rather surreal, like a carnival from an Aldous
Huxley nightmare.
As the day wore on it was clear from
the size of the crowd gathering at the
West Stage that Brooklyn-based indie
band The Yeasayer were one of the
most anticipated bands. The band
somehow blends together top notes of
80s retro, new-age, and folk music
with subtle layers of ethnic influences
perfectly. "Ambling Alp" is a great example of their worn, but by no means
definitive. Their floating melodies
and harmonies charmed the audience
and their flawless delivery held fans
captive for well over an hour.
Even though they have become-internationally acclaimed, the electricity (and ample smoke) in the air
made it clear that D.C.-based Thievery Corporation is still beloved by locals. There is no clear way to define
the band's musical style. Their songs
contain elements of funk, psychedelic,
reggae, hip-hop, Middle-Eastern, Indian, and Sourn-American - usually.
Mainstream listeners may have heard
their song "Lebanese Blonde" off of
the Garden State soundtrack. Whatever it is, or is not, that binds the band
together, the music they make is absolutely enlightening. Tneir performance was more akin to a block party,
the music was fun, and everyone par-,
tied like they were family.
Surprisingly the underdog of the festival was rapper Ludacris, and even he
seemed to Know it himself. The rapper asked the crowd multiple times
How many of y"all here are real Ludacris fans?" suspecting correctly that
many in the auaience were presently
because the event was free. Furthermore, Ludacris seemed to be on dou-

BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
I have many
wavering views
when it comes to
my likes and dislikes about the fall
season (I call it
Fall Fever). There
are parts of fell
that often fascinate me, but there
are negative aspects too. I used
to love the fall.
However,
a
buildup of events
FEATURES
has made me inCOLUMN
decisive on the
matter.
Looking at the glass half full:
Fall is the greatest season. The leaves
change colors and drop to the floor,
reintroducing the only enjoyable
forced-task: Raking. Apple cider tastes
delightful and wearing warm, comfy
clothing is rewarding. Sitting by bonfires and eating S'mores is a plus, too.
Halloween's around the corner and it is
a fine excuse for you and your friends
to make fools of each other. It also ensures an overflow of candy. If you are
bored, carving pumpkins is one of the
best ways to waste time. It is not yet as
cold as the winter air, but chilly enough
to drown out any heat
It's time for Oktoberfest, one of the
most fun weekends for Longwood students. You spend the next week doing
homework so you can enjoy the fiveday vacation. You make a lot of money
babysitting over break, and get your
first paycheck of the semester. It is an
excuse to buy an excessive amount of
baked goods, among other things. Your
favorite habits are back in style: eating
McDonald's apple pies and drinking

examin«.com

Many people turned out for the 2010 Virgin Mobile FreeFest in Columbia, MD.
ble duty as the night's premier rapper
due to the noticeable absence of fellow
Atlanta-based rapper T.I. who was
billed to headline the festival, but
dropped out due to his current legal
troubles.
No one in the audience levied a single complaint though as Ludacris took
fans along for amazing ride that explored his entire discography. Many in
the audience were surprised at just
how well Ludacris worked the crowd;
many more seemed to forget just how
revalent the rapper has been in hipop over the past decade. The excitement could in large part be attributed
to Ludacris' own attitude as he exclaimed, "This is a free concert so I'm
gunna do whatever the [expletive] I
want." Uninhibited by any expectations, Ludacris delivered a performance that put everyone in the crowd
on their feet.
The Virgin Mobile FreeFest at Mer-

£

riweather Post Pavilion was a perfect
end-of-summer celebration, never
mind if summer technically ended
three days prior. The atmosphere of
the crowd of 40,000 at times seemed
like an absolute bacchanalia. The lack
of financial expectation appeared to
liberate the performers rather than
hinder them and of course the fact
that the festival was free put all the attendants in a favorable mood.
The performers at this year's
FreeFest included Brite Lite Brite, The
Temper Trap, Will Eastman, Jimmy
Eat World, Trombone Shorty, Wolfgang Gartner, Edward Sharpe & The
Magnetic Zeros, Yeasayer, Neon Indian, Joan Jett and the Blackhearts,
Thievery Corporation, Maximum
Balloon, Matt & Kim, Ludacris,
Chromeo, Pavement, Sleigh Bells,
MIA, Modeselektor, Sharam, and
LCD Soundsystems.

Professor of the Week: Dr. Charles Kinzer
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
C h air of the Music Department Charles Kinzer is a
man passionate about what he
does and is deeply warm to
his visitors. His voice is tinged
with a slight Alabama dialect
and his dark hair is given to
peaks of grey by the temples.
Some small and superficial
lines accentuate across his
forehead, near his eyes and
around his mouth when he
smiles or laughs in a vaguely
characteristic manner.
If given the chance, Dr.
Kinzer will tell you all you
need to know about the Creole communities in New Orleans and their role in
originating jazz. It is an academic streak that he didn't
find until his graduate years at
University of Alabama and
Louisiana State University
(LSU), though the subject itself was that of his doctorate
dissertation and several following articles.

By extension, the Creoles'
history has always been with
him, since he began to learn
the piano and then the saxophone, leaning into dance
bands and jazz performances
as he grew from high school
to college. He explained it as
an "easy bridge" into a career
and a way to make money.
However, it should be understood that his concentration
in Jazz, each music history
course he teaches, his 19-year
tenure as a professor, ana the
five he's spent as Department
Chair, are all extensions of a
deep involvement in music.
Furthermore, this involvement with its many mixtures
of background and form of
his subjects, from classical to
dance to the affluent musical
history, is somewhat akin to
Kinzer's own mixture of the
near so far. Starting with his
birth in Virginia, his Alabama
upbringing, and grounded finally in his adult life here in
Farmville, there is much to
serve as an influence. Then,

he seems at once to take
what's external into him, converting his passion for the elements in his life into a
sincere ethos.
His three children and the
students who take up his improvisation class are certainly
on two different levels of his
personal life, but Kinzer balances them and gives appro-

"if given the chance,
Dr. Kinzer will tell
you all you need to
know about the Creole communities in
New Orleans and
their role in originating jazz."
•
priate care. In return, they
give him something back.
While the growth of nis biological children is enough return for any father, his
academic progeny do much
the same.

Kinzer says it stems from
"the kind of student" he encounter? at Longwood. Despite their major, these
students get interested in
music, the ideas in class, and
then work to develop their
own. Kinzer draws these students from many "levels of involvement." From General
Education, his saxophone
classes, the audition-entry
Jazz Band, or those looking
for student tutors for a particular instrument, there is
much love given back for the
care Kinzer seeks to engender.
He said this student outpouring is what makes him, and
any teacher for that matter,
feel like they create "a difference" in someone's life.
A large part of this is enhanced Dy the small liberal
arts setting he enjoys, one that
keeps him involved in the art
of teaching while able to take
momentary gigs as a professional musician. Kinzer even
made a point of wishing that
in his walks through Auburn,

LSU, and University of Alabama, he had spent some
time in a small school. There,
he said, everyone can know
everyone else and he has personally come to have friendships
with
department
members he would have
never met otherwise.
In many ways, this insistence on the student and love
of the small and flexible
makes Kinzer like many other
Longwood professors. However, he is marked by a commitment, thoughtfulness, and
humility that run through his
every phrase. He is both a student of history and music, but
foremost a student of life who
has been taught the consideration and tact that must exist
in carefully made work. If
there is anything that can be
bought back from Kinzer, it is
to appreciate and let grow,
and to study for one's own
good.

"The leaves change colors
and drop to the floor.
Raking is the most enjoyable forced-task. Apple
cider tastes delightful and
wearing warm, comfy
clothing is rewarding."
Starbucks' pumpkin lattes. You know
mom and oad will send a care-package
soon with everything you need. The air
feels crisper, cleaner. The semester is
halfway over.
Looking at the glass half empty:
Fall is not your best season. The vibrant changing colors hurt your head,
and you dip on a wet leaf eacn time you
walk outside. You would rather rake all
day than go to class. Apple cider always
burns your tongue, ana you never know
how many layers of clothing will be
enough. Bonfires make your hair smell
like smoke, and you're rarely able to
roast a marshmallow without lighting it
on fire first Halloween is the only event
you have to look forward to for the next
month but your tan is completely gone
so you're left being a ghost again. You
walk through the excess of a gutted
pumpkin that your neighbor conveniently dumped on the shared porch.
The change in weather makes you want
to curl up in a ball and sleep all day.
You wish you didn't spend the last
week or more celebrating Oktoberfest.
Days of pushed back homework assignments are lingering over your head and
deny you the ability to have fun or relax
during fell break. You have little time to
babysit and cannot make as much
money as you hoped. You remember
that people your age don't trick-or-treat,
and you spend half of your paycheck in
Wal-Mart s candy aisle. You are now addicted to candy corn. You have no
money left to support your apple pie
and pumpkin latte habit. Mom and dad
forget to send the package full of goods.
The chilly weather makes you sick—
you have a cold and can't breathe out of
your nose. Midterm exams arrive, reinforcing the feet that you're only halfway
through the semester.
I'll just have to wait and see how
things pan out For now, I'm remainin
optimistic Fall break is on its way, an
I'm not completely behind in my studies (nor have I stepped in pumpkingoo). I might even be told to rake the
yard when I go home, if I'm lucky.
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Staying Healthy Throughout Flu Season: Helpful Hints
TARACARR

Rotunda Reporter
W i t h fall approaching and the
weather changing, the campus is
known to be plagued with ill students.
Generally, this leads to class absences,
followed by late assignments. Don't let
this season's viruses spook you; be
proactr
roactive in your efforts to stay
nealthy.
You can do this by getting your flu
shot on Thurs., Oct. 14 in the ABC
Rooms of the Lankford Student Union
and the following Thurs., Oct. 21 in
the Union Ballroom. Both Clinics are
from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. In addition
to these two, there is a plan to schedule smaller clinics in each of the residence halls and apartment complexes.
The health coordinators are willing to
come to the students who are not able
to make it to the Union.
The flu shot clinics are open and
available to every student, thanks to
the Student Government Association
(SGA). SGA covers approximately
$8,000 worth of vaccines and the Student Health and Wellness Center covers all other materials such as needles,
band-aids, and alcohol swabs. Moreover, faculty and staff are covered by
their Virginia insurance and will have
their own clinics scheduled by Human
Resources.

Wellness Coordinator Sasha Gregory
said they usually get a good turnout at
the flu shot dimes, but their target
goal thisyear is to vaccinate 1,500 students. Tne idea is to get the majority
of the campus vaccinated. As a result,
the possibility of spreading the flu
virus is greatly decreased For students
who are terrified of needles, the
Health & Wellness Center has a new
option for you to stay healthy this flu
season. There is a nasal spray called
Flu Mist that is not provided by the
Health & Wellness Center, but students could check with your doctor
for this option.
Some students fear the flu vaccine
actually gives you the flu, but Longwood University R.N. Patti Wagner
says, "This vaccine will not."
The vaccine that we have is not a
live vaccine, so the only reason you
would have a reaction is if you were allergic to eggs, or have already-been exposed to the virus," said Wagner. The
Flu Mist, however, is a live vaccine and
could lead to flu-like symptoms.
Nevertheless, you could experience
some soreness on your arm after getting the flu shot; Gregory suggests
moving the muscle to work the vaccine and also recommends Ibuprofen
to relieve the pain.
"It lasts for eight months," said Wagner, referring to the flu shot "So even

Scratchy or tore throat

Sneezing natal discharges
Tenderness around eyes

Stuffy nose
Watery eyes

Full feeling in the ears
Achineas

Congh with white mucus
Tired feeUns
though we're giving shots a little bit sary.
In addition to avoiding the flu this
earlier this year, it still is going to last
through the school year, so you'll be season, it's important to avoid other
illnesses such as the common cold.
protected."
There is only one shot this year, so There are three ways you can spread
there's no need to fear a series of shots. love, not germs. The first thing to do is
Gregory says the one shot includes the cover your cough with a disposable
H1N1 vaccine, because they are ex- tissue, not your hands. The second
pecting the virus to show up again. important thing is to wash your hands
According to the Centers for Disease for 20 seconds with warm water. If you
Control (CDC), everyone over six are not able to do that, you can use anmonths should be vaccinated unless tibacterial soap or hand sanitizer, but
they have a severe allergy to eggs. Gre- this should be a secondary method
gory added, "Any student that is preg- only.
nant or has a chronic condition like
The last thing to remember is to stay
diabetes or a low immune system home when you're sick and stay away
should go to the Health & Wellness from others. It sounds simple enoueh,
Center now to receive their vaccine." but there are some overachievers who
She said an appointment is not neces- do not know how to stay home when

JAMIE CUFT

T h e Student Safety Organization (SSO) is available to walk students across campus after dark
when they fed scared or just want
to be on tne safe side. But they are
more than just men and women in
uniform. I sat down with two active members to find out who they
really are.
Misty Watkins is a junior and
began her SSO duties in the fall of
2009. David Keran is sophomore
and ioined SSO in the fall of 2010.
Wny did you join SSO?
MW: "My brother was president
and I knew a lot of people who
were involved. I'm not afraid to
walk around in the dark, so I decided to join."
DK: "A few of my friends were in
it and got me interested. I'm also a
Criminal Justice major, so that was
a big factor as well."
Did you have to go through any
training or have any previous ex-

perience to join?
MW: "We nad to know our way
around campus and learn how to
use the radio in order to contact
people."
DK: "There were a few formal and
informal guidelines. We had to
learn how to use the radio, of
course, and in the future they will
probably have a self-defense
course."
What has been your most interesting experience since you joined
the SSO?
MW: "When I was stage-sitting
during Spring Weekend last year,
there were alfsorts of excitement.
We had to hunt down someone
who stole a golf cart and even had
the opportunity to help repaint a
Princeps Crown."
DK: 'Thankfully, nothing has
gone terribly wrong so far. Most of
the people I have walked with are
very grateful the organization exists and thank me often."
Have you ever been scared while
you were on duty?

MW: "No, I've never been afraid of
the dark. I don't mind walking
around in the middle of the night.
DW: "I've never been scared, but I
have been concerned. I always try
to be very aware of that is going
on. Our radios can automatically
contact the Longwood Police u
there's a problem. The fact that we
carry around 16-inch Maglite
flashlights helps too."
What are the benefits of being in
the SSO?
MW: "I like that I get to know the
other members and the people I
walk with very well. I'm aiso a
Criminal Justice major and SSO
proves the saying that the field is
95 percent boring, 5 percent exciting' is absolutely true. It's not always exciting, but I enjoy it."
DK: "Even when I have to go out
in the rain and cold, it's worth it. I
like that I can help people feel safe
and secure. The more I get into it,
the more I realize how important
it is to help the other students out"

students in exploring what
is the right fit for them.
Still, the majority of the "The goal is to create the
panel agreed that more most diverse and indusive
comparative
religion environment possible." She
classes and philosophical- said Longwood is doing
related courses should be well at moving in such a direction. Riden said she
offered in the future.
"We hope students will does her part by keeping an
become stimulated to think eye on Greenwood Liabout the beliefs, purpose, brary's collection. She'
and meaning that direct wants to be sure the library
their lives," said Gregory. obtains a fair amount of
"We would loveforthem to books and movies centered
ultimately be able to an- toward people with minorswer the questions above." ity religions or who do not
Riden, an atheist and sec- necessarily believe in a
ular humanist, said the goal higher power.
The event was co-sponof the panel was to help
Continued from Pg. 3
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otherwise summery pattern transition into fall. Floral patterns are a
good example of this. If the backRotunda Reporters
ground is dark (like black or navy)
Fall is in the air, and it's bringing and the flowers are a saturated or
cooler temperatures and fun-size muted color, the floral survives the
candy. What does this mean for frost If the background is white or
your wardrobe? Fewer sandals, cream and the flowers are pink,
sundresses, and shorts. There are save it for next March. Same goes
some items that are no-brainers to for overly-bright colors.
Other patterns are automatically
phase out when cooler weather approaches. These items indude del- reserved for the onset of winter,
icate summer clothes and plastic like houndstooth and plaid. If you
flipflops,among other things.
Certain colors and patterns have
the same late-September expiration date. When dressing from
here on out, it's fall; wishfulthinking won't bring summer back.
Sorry.
Here are our guidelines for cool
weather clothing; specifically
which colors and patterns work for
the pumpkin patch.
Patterns. As much as we love the
outdoors, light pastel florals and
anything Hawaiian are not always
the best when the temperature
?
drops below eighty degrees. Why?
When you wear Easter dinner colors or patterns, you look out of
place in your environmentKeep in mind that this environment is not MTV's Spring Break choose to wear these styles wear
Tahiti, it's October in Virginia. only one at a time, like a plaid coat
We're not saying no to patterns, or noundstooth rain boots. Plaid
we're saying Know" your patterns. can look super-sophisticated or
You may be wondering, "Which like a lumberjack. Tnis isn't always
patterns are fall and winter appro- a bad thing, but altering the style of
priate?" Here's the rundown on a plaid shirt can change it from log
patterns and how to choose ones to cabin to Longwood Look.
Color Wars: Not the paint-throwmatch the season.
Most of the time, making consci- ing battle. You know now the trees
entious odor choices can make an change color throughout the year,

"Plaid can look
super-sophisticated
or like a lumberjack. This isn't always a bad thing,
but altering the
style of a plaid
shirt can change it
from log cabin tq
Longwood Look.

and how you always look forward
to it? Take your favorite colorful
things about fall and find dothes
that match them. We love cranberry red and burnt orange, because these colors are saturated
without overwhelming a garment
or person.
Furthermore, they look awesome
on almost everyone, but we especially love cranberry lipstick. A
burnt (darker) orange is autumnal
but fresh, especially on shoes or a
corduroy sldrt. Of course, there
are always those great neutrals to
pare down these intense hues, like
brown, black, gray, camel, and
navy. A nice starting outfit to dressing for fall might be dark wash
jeans, an orange sweater, brown
suede boots, ana a patterned scarf.
All in all, fall fashion is about embracing new colors and covering
old tan-lines.
But seriously, it's setting colder.
Don't be discouraged that you have
to set aside your
summer wardrobe until next year.
Be excited that you get to curl up
with a mug of hot chocolate in a
sweater dress and read a good
book. What are our favorite things
about fall? Scarves, boots, hats,
sweaters, and pumpkins. Tell us
your favorite fall pieces at longwoodlook.blogspot.com.

sored by the Counseling
Center, Health & Wellness
Center, and Office of Multicultural Affairs, who also
supplied
refreshments.
Contact
Gregory
or
O'Brien at the Health &
Wellness Center for more
information about the program.
Also Visit the Health &
Wellness Center online at
http://wwwlongwood.edu/
health/ and the Counseling
Center at http://www.longwood.edu/counseling/.

in

Longwood Look: Color Me Plaid
AMY JACKSON AND JENNI
SCHWEITZER

they get sick. It can be difficult to refrain from missing those all-important
meetings or in-class lectures, but
when you go to class when you're sick
you just spread your germs and cause
otheri peon.
people to becoi
oecome side.
If you tnink you
might be sick and
, umig
want to know if it's tne flu or just a
common cold, you can do tne flu
check
test
at
www.longwood.edu/health. But remember, having a healthy diet and
getting enough rest is very important
in staying healthy in addition to getting a flu shot
For more information on how to stay
healthy find Longwood Student
Health on Facebook or visit
www.flu.gov

Panel Discussion on Academic
Meaning Explorers Continued

Student Safety Organization Profiles
Asst. Features Editor

The Flu
High temperature (100 degrees or more)
Muscle aches
Headache
Dry cough
Weakness
Stuffy nose
Occasionally, sore throat

The Common Cold

Rotunda Reporter
I n the world of
romance, there are
two types of people:
those who can only
manage one love interest at a time, and
those who can
juggle many romantic interests A D V I C E C O L U M N
until they figure
out exactly
th«y want. Me? I'm no juggle
1er.
what they
wni I've tried to casually see or
And wnile
talk to a couple of individuals at a time,
it's never really worked out well. For
starters, I'm just too busy to focus on
more than one person at a time. Plus, I'm
more of a one-man-woman at heart
(even though I like to flirt a lot). I have a
few friends, however, who keep men in
rotation. It's all harmless and perfectly
fair since they're not committed to anyone. When you're single you're allowed to
date around, but you've got to be smart
about it
One of my friends says she's just got
multiple "cookies" in the cookie jar. My
other friend says she's just "networking.
And I have another friend who always
has what she calls a "back-up plan."
When one guy messes up she's got another one on standby. It's so interesting to
hear them tell stories because halfway
through I'm always like, wait, who are we
talking about?
It's actually pretty convenient though
when you think about it. You've always
got someone to text or call when you're
bored. You can have a lunch date and
have a good time without worrying about
the obligations of a relations!lip. A lot

comes with the titles "boyfriend" and
"girlfriend" so it's nice to just be able to
have multiple love interests.
When I asked a few of my friends about
this topic, the consensus was that it is
okay to "talk to" multiple people at one
time, as long as the people involved know
what your intentions are.
Most people said as long as there's no
commitment and you're not deliberately
trying to deceive people, it's okay. One
person called it "not putting all your eggs
in our basket."
But I think the key thing to remember
here is you've gotta talk to them, be open.
If you think you're just casually "talking
to someone out they really have fedings
for you, the fact that you're talking to
other people at the same time couldreally hurt tnem.
I do believe that dating is like interviewing for marriage and provides you
for opportunities to Know what you like,
IBUT
B you 'have got to be caresfuL
r
ful. Sometimes dating around can get you caught
up with too many pots on the stove, Beware of a potential fire! But it is something that comes with age.
i, the more you disThe more you date,
cover who you are and what exactly it is
you are looking
M u n for
s f oin
r Ha ^mate.
H It's okay to
use college as tne time to try on different
types of people, but just be careful not to
break too many hearts along the way.
Here's what you said on Twitter!
When is it okay to date multiple people?
kristinnsmith @sexintheville: When
you're not exdusive and when all people
mvolved are aware of your decision to
date multiples.
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Asst. Features and Asst. Copy Editor
filled with ixcitemènfe We couldn't
¿ T h e air on IlerKel
ha«f>een more ps^fKed for our first Co\6x W a r s *
J a m r P f v l i f t q exqmd for Cofir Warsjgpce I ap^fifd to Lonfwood over 9 year ago^n all of th^wackyroiditions, aslrP5aent
Finnegan put it, th» one wa4|he most appealing to me. What's
not to like about running across a field, splashing my fellow students with r«l paint? 4
Rebecca: All of my friendslfrom home were shocked when I
told them about Color Wars- they were even more surprised
when I told thenf I was going to participate! I rarely volunteer to
make myself a mess. But I've always been a traditional girl, even
if it means being splattered with red and green paint.
Color Wars wasn t exactly what we anticipated To say the least,
it exceeded our expectations.
Jamie: The thing that surprised me the most about Color Wars
was how spirited everyone was. I expected that everyone would
be excited, out I didn't realize that people would dress up as robots
and cape-wearing super heroes. People are really into this, and I
like it.
Rebecca: I expected a few buckets of paint and an empty field,
not 40-gallon trash cans, thousands of people, and pulsing music.
People were holding up signs and wearing costumes more elaborate than the ones you'd see on Halloween. Even getting a cup
was a battle. Most people would usually describe me as polite and
considerate, but I tore a cup right out of someone's grasp. I blame
it on the atmosphere.
Once the first cup ofpaint was thrown, things got pretty chaotic.
Paint and mud were flying everywhere, and no one showed any
mercy.
Jamie: I. went in with a sort of battle plan. There were so, many
people in the green class that I specifically wanted to hit, but once
things got going, I couldn't possibly target my friends because

there was no way to find them in the madness that was Color
Wars. The battle nad begun, and it was much too fast paced. I just
dumped as much paint on whoever I could. It was intense,
When"the paint started flying, all I cared about was
eb
• Rebecca:
hitting someone. Whether or not those first people were actually
on the other team, I'll never know. I ran to aria from the trash
cans at least six times, drenching the other team with bright red
paint. My team of four was long gone by then. It was every man
for himself.
Around here, red and green shirts are not a sign that Christmas
is coming, but a badge of honor, worn by many students as a sign
that says Color Wars: You bet I was there!"
Jamie: Some of my friends went to Wal-Mart the week before
and picked up a pack of plain T-shirts; I paid them two dollars
for one. My snirt now has a dark red handprint outline on one
side, thanks to my spirited friend, Misty, who made sure that
everyone around her was showing their red class spirit, and a large
blob of red on the side, alone with a little across the front that
looks like blood spatter. Mostly, it's a really gross greenish brown
color that resulteafrom red and green mixing. I still plan on wearing it with pride, though. My two-dollar investment has now fye- ]
come a priceless treasure.
Rebecca: Two days before Color Wars, my tean^uw^i
our shirts with red and black pairiV Mine w a s K f c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
but I knew I wouldn't have to worry about it for ldtog, the red and
green paint soaked through, almost giving itiosvchedelictia^dye
effect. I wasn't going to complain. My shirt is no|r hanging in my
closet, as far away as possible frommy o"ther cldftes
reasons. But I'll be breaking it oufagain n A t ^ e a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Afterwards, both of us ended-wp-rmsii^mp fairibow filth
of ourselves in the fountain on Bmck Cornf%M)& a* is tradil
The green paint may have come out of oui$iair, but the excite , .
ment will never wash away. Now, we await n e ^ l a r ' s Color
Wars, when we are both positive tRirt-the red dei^will be victo
nous!

Photos By: Ale» Goard

Klowns + Spirit Leaders + Dances = Great Oktoberfest
MICHELLE MOODHE

Co-Layout Editor

rnoio of Diepnen rruoson

Oktoberfest Spirit Leaders kickoff the festivities on the Lankford Mall last Saturday.

o ne of the great traditions of
Oktoberfest is the Spirit Leaders
dance and the Klowns dance. Every
year, groups of students are chosen
to serve in the roles of Spirit Leaders
and Klowns. They start with a miniparade at noon on Oktoberfest Saturday, followed by a performance
by tne Spirit Leaders and a performance by the Klowns.
Both groups are selected by the
Geist Chapter of Mortar Board. A
handful from each class is chosen to
serve. Spirit Leaders are recognized
by their navy blue shorts, white-collared shirts, white knee-high socks,
brown closed-toed shoes and lederhosen that represent each student's
class color. Klowns, on the other
hand, wear outfits decked out in red
or green, depending on their class
color.
Brett Winston and Duan Wright
were the Mortar Board members
responsible for the Spirit Leaders,
ana Abigail Phillips and Calie Giangi were the Mortar Board mem-

bers responsible for Klowns. Each
group met once a week for about a
month leading up to Oktoberfest ^
learn the perrorfnan^, routine.•
The students are selected based off
of their pride for Longwood. "Students are nominated by members of
Mortar Board for having exceptional Longwood spirit and enthusiasm for the red or green class.
Freshmen are nominated by their
Peer Mentors or LSEM instructors,"
explained Giangi.
Senior Chloe Abshire served as a
Spirit Leader this year. "I absolutely
loved my experience as a Spirit
Leader! I was so honored to nave
been chosen by Mortar Board as
well as represent the Class of 2011.1
enjoyed tne parade and I especially
enjoyed the Spirit Leader dance.
After having seen this dance take
place for three years before, it was so
exciting to actually be a part of the
dance tnis time," said Abshire.
" I thought being a Klown was a
great experience. I made many new
friends and had a fun time doing so.
It was fun and entertaining to be a
true Klown," said senior Luke

Townsend.
"Klowns are important because
they are part of tne Spirit Parade
that kicks off the. Saturday of Oktoberfest. Their responsibility is to get
everyone pumped up ana excited
for one of Longwoods greatest traditions, Oktoberfest," said Giangi.
"Klowns are important because
they pump up the Longwood community by showing their passion for
Longwood University,
added
Phillips.
In addition to the class Klowns,
there is a CHI Klown selected by
CHI. Rachel Fortney was this years
CHI Klown.
Giangi added, "I felt like the spirit
leaders really felt a sense of unity
and because of this we were able to
laugh and giggle and just have a really great time while we were dancing out there.
But more
importantly, I could tell that the audience really enjoyed the dance and
that they were excited to be there for
the morning festivities of Oktoberfest weekend!"

Annual Memory Walk Helps to Raise Awareness for Alzheimer's Disease
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
Before the fun festivities of Oktoberfest officially kicked off, the
weekend began on a more serious
tone. The annual Alzheimer's Memory Walk was held at Longwood
University. The event's theme was
"On the move to end Alzheimer's,"
and was co-sponsored by Sigma
Kappa Sorority and Mortar Board.
Gia Butchello, Sigma Kappa foundations chairman, said students
from Longwood as well as people
from the Farmville community attended the walk, which began in
front of Lancaster Hall at 5 p.m.
Walkers ventured down the sidewalks of High Street, south along
Griffin Blvd. They then traveled behind the Robert Russa Moton Museum across from Dairy Queen and
back north on S. Main St. to the
Wynne parking lot. The route then
went down Pine St., onto Brock
Commons and ended in front of
Dorrill Dining Hall at 5:30.
"Many different student organizations took part in tfefi^alk," said
Butchello. Among tho«. were Alpha
Phi Omega, Sigma Kappa, Dash,
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Longwood

Lacrosse and the Psychology Club.
Butchello said over 150 attended in
total.
The Alzheimer's Association Memory Walk is the nation's largest event
to raise awareness and funds for
Alzheimer care, support and research. Since 1989, Memory Walk
has raised more than $300 million
for the cause, according to their website. Memory Walk is a community
event that brings together friends
and families as tney walk to find an
end for Alzheimer's. Participants
typically register in teams of ten to
twelve, ana raise money through
using tools supportea by tne
Alzheimer's Association. Walks are
held in nearly 600 locations nationwide.
"I was very excited because we exceeded our fundraising goal,"
Butchello said. She said around
$2,500 was collected during the
fundraiser and that weather didn't
seem to hinder the turnout very
much.
"I don't think people realize that
Alzheimer's is growing," said
Butchello. "Many people will be affected by Alzheimer's when they get
older and learning about it and donating to help find a cure will only

help their chances of being free from
Alzheimer's."
Jennifer Chavez-Crabtree, development manager for the Alzheimer's
Association-Southeastern Virginia
Chapter, said walks like these are "extremely important." She said the
small chapter appreciates all the help
they receive.
' "We really do rely on people in the
community," she said. The association receives help from ambassadors
in the community and provides free
programs and assistance to families
who need help with the disease.
Chavez-Crabtree said people in the
community could help oy signing up
to be advocates to push research.
People can call their legislators to
help move bills through Congress as
well. The chapter assisted tne Farmville Memory Walk by providing
the materials that were handed out.
Butchello was sure to thank Mortar
Board for helping out and making
the walk possible. She also thanked
Sarah Mower and Alicia Peterson for
being supportive. Mortar Board
avanableVorTomi^nt"

wasnot

A variety of students filled the sidewalk along High Street last Thursday.
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Battle of the Bands 'Successful,' Aeree Brothers Takes Tide
evening. Their metalcore sound drew people from
the picnic and surrounding buildings to Battle.
They encouraged audience participation and had a
O n Fit, Oct. 1 at 5 p.m., WMLU's annual Bat- very energetic stage presence.
tle of the Bands kicked off the Oktoberfest weekThe Acree Brothers followed IAMTHEKID playend behind the Lankford Student Union.
ing pop-punk music. This allowed the crowd to die
The line-up included eight diverse bands, six of down a little bit after IAMTHEKID as the Acree
which woula be judged. This year's judges were Dr. Brothers played some catchy tunes.
Eric Laws, chair and associate professor of psyThe seventh band to play and last to be judged
chology; Dr. David Buckalew, associate professor was Big Fresh Meat. They're an alternative rock
of biology; his wife Robin Buckalew; and Dr. group who drew the crowd in with covers such as
Steven Faulkner, assistant professor of EnglishBulls On Parade." They also had some original
The first act to take the stage was Zionia Produc- songs that had a blues rock feel.
tions, which was a solo folk act that sang and
Alternative rock group JACT played last as the
played the mandolin. He was just warm-up as the evening wound down. They were not judged but
judges got settled, therefore he was not judged.
were a nice group to tie up the night with.
Second to take the stage, but first to be judged
First place went to The Acree Brothers, who rewas Two Canadians, who played folk/Quebecois ceived $500 and the opening spot for WMLU's
music and drew the crowd in with their soft sound. Bandfest during Spring Weekend. They also enHerds of people from Color Wars started to gather tered to compete in a nationwide Battle of the
at the stage.
Bands, where they have a chance to win a recordThe Bleek Quartette was a jazz group who sere- ing session with a record company. IAMTHEKID
naded the audience. They played mostly instru- received second place, winning $250 and being the
mental songs, along with a cover of Bill Withers's back-up band for Bandfest in case The Acree
"Ain't No Sunshine. Their sound and stage pres- Brothers are unable to perform.
ence was certainly a crowd pleaser.
"I think Battle went very smoothly," Battle of the
Plan B was an acoustic set that took the stage Bands Chair and WMLU Business Manager Carly
fourth. They continued with the acoustic mood Bell said, "We had a few kinks here and there but
that the evening had been in thus far and more stu- we were able to tackle the minor issues, stay on
dents began to crowd as the sun went down.
schedule, and accommodate all of the bands and
The fifth band, IAMTHEKID, revved up the judges. Overall it was very successful."
SARAH SCHMADER

Co-Layout Editor

Photo Courtmy: facebook.com

The Bleek Quartette, a jazz group, provided a 'smooth' performance, appealing to many.

O&tokrfesf Bootfo 2010

Oktoberfest Saturday Lineup Music Review
KATIE REILLY

A&E Editor
T h i s was my first Oktoberfest,
and I have to confess to being
slightly apprehensive about the
bands lined up for Saturday afternoon and evening.
Girlz Girlz Girlz had me on the
edge of my seat after I looked up
their band, noting that Google
took me straight to MySpace
pictures of grown men dressed
in tights anaspandys. But in the
end, they had me convinced and
I thought their performance was
excellent. Girlz Girlz Girlz is a
band known for famous rock
covers from the 80s and 90s as
well as their colorful and 1980s
inspired attire. Band members
of Girlz Girlz Girlz include
Michael St. James for vocals,
Duffel for guitar, Roxy Rockett
for bass, and Stik E. Sweet on
drums. They played all the high
school classics, including Miley
Cyrus's "Party in the USA" ana
Journey's "Don't Stop Believin.""
All their songs were well-played
and their outfits only made
them more entertaining—like
Kiss but on the opposite end of
the color wheel. In general they
were a good opening band because they drew the crowd in towards the stage as the evening
line-up began.
Gills and Wings did exceptionally well, though in my
opinion their songs weren't very
convincing for a crowd of college kids—dancing and singing
to their music was difficult, but
outside of that they played true

to themselves and their sound.
Gills and Wings is a five-piece
rock band based in Richmond,
Va. The members of the band
include Danny Reyes for vocals
and synthesizer, Santiago de la
Fuente for vocals ana piano,
Alex McCallum on guitar and
backing vocals, Matt Hulcher
for bass and backing vocals, and
Andrew Hackett on drums and
electronic percussion. They
have one album that they released in January 2009 called
"Gills and Wings." It was their
first album ana includes the
songs "Rebirth of a Nation."
"Catastrophe," "Man in the
Well,"
"The Dealer," and "Cir_»

cut.

Next up was Parachute. I personally only knew one of their
songs, but I was impressed with
their stage presence. Parachute
is a rock band from Charlottesville, Va. The band, originally named Sparky's Flaw,
changed its name to Parachute
in 2008. Members of the band
include Will Anderson for vocals, guitar, and keyboard;
Johnny Stubblefield on drums;
Alex Hargrave on bass; Kit
French for saxophone, keyboard, and vocals; and Nate McFarland for guitar and vocals.
Even though Parachute is famous and signed on with a wellknown record, I still felt as
though Girlz Girlz Girlz gave
out a better performance in regard to roping in audience participation.
Howie Day graced the stage
next. Howie Day is a rock

artist/singer-songwriter from
Bangor, Maine. Howie Day
played amazingly. He sang his
heart out to multiple songs, including his hit song "Collide"—
which consequently sounded
exactly like his album. Day has
released five albums, a feat that
has resulted in many famed singles throughout his ongoing career. I think what really set him
apart from the rest of bands that
had played before him was his
attitude. He was making puns
left and right and going along
with the general sway of the
crowd. I was slighdy disappointed in how he ended the
concert—a simple wave and a
disappearing act, but overall the
performance as a whole was
well-rounded and good.
After so much debate about
the 6:50 time slot, Jeremih was
the big winner. The school
shelled out several grand for a
23-minute show; I know because I counted. I would say that
overall I was very disappointed
with Jeremih. Not only did he
perform "Birthdav Sex" twice,
but he only had about four
songs in total. It frustrated me
because after the huge controversy surrounding the entire
time slot and the trouble that
Mortar Board went to securing
another artist to perform, he
had an uninspiring performance. In the end, he simply
stated that he was hungry ana
disappeared from the stage,, to
the surprise of those that expected a 70-minute performance. I know I wasn't the only

one
disappointed;
many
claimed that they had been
looking forward to the performance after the decision to exclude Three 6 Mafia from the
lineup.
I know I am being biased because I love country, but I
thought Randy Houser had a
stellar performance. He had
such a powerful voice and his
band did a great job projecting
the music across the grounds. It
was funny to watch the change
in audience as Jeremih left the
stage and Houser alighted to it.
He played hits like With My
Boots On" and many others, but
the best part was that he played
for almost two hours, allowing
the audience to applaud him
back on stage for an encore. I
was really impressed with his
dedication to his performance.
Unlike other artists, he was taking this opportunity to perform
in front of a live audience seriously and not just a way to make
easy money. I really appreciated
that kind of dedication, especially since I was surrounded by
fans that, I am sure, felt that
same appreciation tenfold. The
best part of the night happened
after all the banas had played
and gone; we waited around and
by a stroke of fate were able to
get our hands on paper and pen
and a one-man chance for an
autograph. Suffice it to say,
someone walked away with a
Photo By: Stephen Hudton
stunned expression and Randy Randy Houser wrapped up the night with a two-hour
Houser's signature glued be- performance that kept the audience excited, so much
tween their thumbs.
that they demanded an encore.
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How Do You Decide to Pick What Classes You Have?
first time I ever had a class in a portable
classroom. I also had two teachers, a schedManaging Editor
ule to keep track of, and I had class in difCongratulations for making it to col- ferent rooms; now that was an evolution.
lege. That means you survived at least 12 Fifth grade was the milestone year that I
years of school from your first day of had a teacher for every subject. Middle
Kindergarten to your graduation from high school consisted of sixth, seventh, and
school. Everyone goes to school, which is eighth grade, which gave me a schedule of
something we all have in common. But col- seven subjects with seven teachers. Then
lege is when you get to decide what you there was sports and general pubescent
want to study for four years. Those core awkwardness. And I was the person who
years are what help shape your mind and enjoyed every single second of it.
prepare you for college. Everyone's experiHigh school meantfinallynearing the
ence is different, but your interests are what end. Only four more years of spending
are important
countless hours in the same building, slavI remember taking naps, having snack ing away at homework and balancing retime, and maybe even going to school for lationship and interests. You also moved
just a half of a day way back in kinder- farther up the food chain with each passgarten. My first grade teacher was Mrs. ing year. Junior year brings the pressure of
Sparkman, an energetic woman who cre- figuring out where to go to college, taking
ated spelling bees that were mandatory for the SAT, applying, ana then there was the
the whole class. It was annoying at the time, idea of actually getting accepted. But once
because learning words for thefirsttime is that acceptance letter was in your hands,
meant to be difficult. But misspelling a that wonderful letter of the promise of
word in front of your entire class and their freedom, all that school time was worth it
parents? Very traumatic. Next came second
I knew since I was a kid that I wanted
grade with Mrs. Van Horn. It was the wel- to studyfilmand television. I have had a
coming of having more than subject to fascination about media and the ways in
study in the same day. The year before, it which communication and information is
took weeks to get through one subject, but conveyed for a while. I really don't even
now we were learning math in the morn- know now it started Just somethingabout
ing and English in the afternoon.
it always seemed interesting to me. That is
why
I am now a Communication Studies
I was suddenly introduced to private
school in third grade, which gave me my major. But as a freshman, my class schedfavorite teacher Mrs. Healy, who is solely ule wasfilledwith General Education reresponsible for my complete memorization quirements and one Communication
of the multiplication tables. We took oral Studies class: Public Speaking. At the time,
tests on them until we had all the equations I told myself that I would gradually take
from 0x0 to 12x12 memorized and could on more classes related to my Mass Media
repeat them within 5 seconds. Effective, but concentration, and I was right I have loved
really not much fun. Fourth grade was the all my classes from the past two years, but
COURTNEY JONES

in life when that occurs. Four whole years
to study what you have a passion for, or
find what you have a passionfor.There are
general studies, whicn can be subjects like
science (biology or chemistry) and math
(statistics or calculus) and business (man"I knew since I was a kid agement orfinance).From there, things
get more creative and open-ended, such
that I wanted to study film as art, theater, or philosophy. Longwood
to be a state teacher's college, so there
and television. I have had a used
is still a big emphasis on liberal studies, for
fascination about media and people wno want to be teachers. Then
there is nursing, English, history, anthrothe ways in which commu- pology, music, kinesiology, etc. The list
be endless.
nication and information is seemsButtohow
to do you choose? I'm sure
conveyed for a while. I rethat certain events in your life could be the
of that answer. Maybe you want to
ally don t even know how it source
have the same occupations as other members of your family or your favorite class
started. Just something
in high school was history. Maybe you
about it always seemed in- need to take many different subjects to
figure out something what you might be
teresting to me. That is why interested in studying for the rest of your
Or you coula have been on of those
I am now a Communication life.
lucky few you, born into this world knowing what your purpose was in life, and you
Studies major. But as a
never once cnanged your mind about
freshman, my class schedule what you wanted to study in college. (In
reality, people change their major on avwasfilledwith General Edu- erage about three times). It's different for
and it's really just a matter of
cation requirements and one everyone
perception. But what about outside your
major? When you are staying up late at
Communication Studies
night (or getting up early in the morning)
class: Public Speaking. "
to register for cusses, what classes are you
fighting so hard for?
I've noticed a few favorites during my
sense that you are given four years where time at Longwood. Yoga and History of
absolutely nothing is expected of you ex- Rock are alwaysfilledup by students pretty
cept to learn. I can t think of any other time fast Your class rank usually has some in-

this is the first semester I took on some
electives, as I don't have many Communication Studies classes left.
College is a really unique time in the

fluence over the classes you get into, for at
least the first two years of school. The
minute I know that classes have been
posted for the next semester, I spend-a
good chunk of time scanning through the
subjects and all the classes offered, trying
to decide which would be the most interesting to me. I even make an Excel spreadsheet of different class schedules to help me
figure out what would work the best
around my extracurricular activities.
I know the class I was most excited
about this fall was my horror film class,
where once a week I subject myself to
watching movies that involve the undead,
massacres, aliens, black & whitepsychological thrillers, and monsters. There is a
lot of talk about blood and gore, as well as
ideology, gender roles, and film style. I
chose this Decause of my love forfilmand
fascination about the horror genre. I look
forward to going to class, which is the way
that it should be anyway, but I do feel senioritis beginning to creep into my life
once again. This is my last fall semester at
Longwood and next semester we will be
my last spring here.
So how do you choose? What makes
certain people lixe certain thin«? Why do
some people like rap music ana some people like country? Why are some people terrified or scaiy movies and others cry
during romantic comedies? There doesnt
seem to be a clear answer. People just seem
to like what they like, without really needing to justify it Once you earn your degree,
you will leave this piace and who knows
what will happen in your life. Most people
have more than one career in their lives.
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Rotunda Editorial Policy:

Editorials, Letters to the Editor and/or Online Comments are viewed by The Rotunda editorial board before publication. A
encouraged and become property of The Rotunda upon reception. Submissionsfromanonymous sources MAY be printed with
proval of the editorial board after analysis. Letters or comments that distastefully attack individuals or organizations, or use
sive inappropriate language will not be printed. Determinations are made solely by The Rotunda editorial staff and facul
adviser(s).
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Mbvie RevfieiVs

JACOB BIGGS

Asst. A&E Editor
T h e initial focus of
this article was to be
the death of Tony
Danza, who I confused
with the much older
and recently-deceased
actor Tony Curtis. Silly
me.
Danza is alive and
kicking, redefining
his career and public
A&E
identity by becoming
_
a high school teacher.
V- O L U M N
While researching his
non-existent death, I
stumbled across publicity for his newlylaunched show "Teach: Tony Danza." The series premiered on Oct. 1 on A&E, and will
continue to air every Friday until its conclusion.
According to the Tony Danza official website, Danza is best known for his roles in
long-running television sitcoms, including
"Taxi" (1978-1983) and "Who's The Boss*
(1984-1992). Along with numerous programs, he also played a prominent role in
mm, appearing in Angels in the Outfield"
(1994), "Dear God" (1996) and "Crash"
(2005). Although Danza has a passion for
acting, he has more recendy been embracing another passion of his by attempting to
succeed as a public school teacher. Teach:
Tony Danza" catalogs his first year experiences teaching tenth grade English at Northeast High School in Philadelpnia.
In his youth, Danza earned a Bachelor's degree in History Education from the University of Dubuaue in Iowa. However, his acting
career swept nim far away from the possibility of teaching, and only recently did he
begin to utilize his degree. According to
www.fancast.com, Danza was met with
much skepticism from parents and administrators, many of whom perceived his teaching efforts as a publicity stunt to reawaken
his career: "It took a lot of work and determination to make this thing, to make people believe this wasn't just some baloney
show [I] [was] going to ao."
I'm also personally skeptical toward
Danza's motives; his definingrolesdate back
to die 19706 and it seems plausible for a
dried-up actor to attempt to stimulate his career through media publicity. "Teach: Tony
Danza" is sure to deliver just that. Transposing from actor to teacher is largely unprecedented in American popular culture, which
ensures a sizable amount of media coverage
for the man who's daring enough to make
the switch. Money is a big motivator, and it's
possible Danza is only in it for the dough.
Even if rekindling his career is part of
Danza's incentive for becoming a teacher, I
do believe that he has a genuine desire to
contribute to the communal good. Money
drives everyone, and pursuit of it does not
necessarily define a person as greedy or shallow. It's doubtful that Danza is strapped for
cash, so he must have alternative reasons for
pursuing a teaching career. Upon watching
the season premiere, Danza convinced me,
perhaps inaavertendy, of his good intentions
and fervent desire to become a great teacher.
Danza exhibited signs of nervousness during his first set of classes, sweating profusely
through his dress shirt. His students were a
tough crowd, leaving him litde room for
error. He cried four times during the first
episode, perhaps recognizing some of his inadequacies and lack of preparation. However, the series has many episodes in store,
so he certainly doesn't let nimself become
too disheartened.
By my logic, Danza must be genuine in his
reasons for pursuing teaching if he can pour
so much emotion into that endeavor. Although I'm hesitant to overlook the financial
benefits of creating this show, I think that
Tony Danza is a stand-up guy with a sincere
desire to embrace his passion for teaching
and help the community.
An interview with Danza posted on
www.fancast.com is a telling representation
of his incentives for becoming a teacher:
"Look, I'm not interested in helping my career ... but I will say that part of the impetus
was — I'm sitting around I feel like I should
be doing something. I feel like I should be
trying to give something back. We have a
terrible problem in this country. We have a
50 percent dropout rate in the inner city. We
have to address that. Was there a part of [me
that said] 'I'm not working. Let s see what
else I can do with myself?' Yes."
Tony Danza is conducting groundbreaking work in the world of popular culture,
and seems to have communal interests in
mind rather than his own. Rarely have popular actors embraced their youthful aspirations in this manner, launching into a
foreign field without experience. Whether
Danza will be successful in his endeavor to
better the community has yet to be revealed.
Only time will tell.

It All Makes Sense Now...

"The SotialNetwork'provides insight into Facebook's troubled conception
MAX DUCHAINE

The Rotunda Show Co-Coordinator
H i s t o r y has proven that over the years the most successful of movies have covered very important and prominent
moments or issues in our nations development. Case in
joint: "Forrest Gump" was practically a four-decade history
esson in a litde under two and a half hours, killed it at the
JOX office, and continues to change the way that we pronounce words like "Jenny" and "chocolate" to this very day.
But in a time and culture where recent history is more
likely to offend than entertain, it is easy to understand why
a movie that explores the conception of a social networking
website that revolutionized, well, pretty much everything,
could have such golden potential, it's pretty safe to say that
this movie won't be offending too many people, if you don't
consider the devastatingly staggering number of teens who
feel that Facebook has in some way contributed to any
minute levels of emotional and sometimes physical damage.
"The Social Network" explains the story behind the creation, development, and expansion of Facebook, and how
Mark Zuckerberg (Jesse Eisenberg, "Zombieland" and "Adventureland") went from heartbroken Harvard student, to
CEO of potentially the world's most influential social networking site, to the planet's youngest billionaire. The movie
Photo Courtesy: nydalnews.com
also discloses the drama surrounding Facebook's initial
stages as a "members only online club" created as an act of Mark and his friends hack into Harvard's resident hall directories to exact revenge on students.
jealousy and revenge by a troubled Zuckerberg.
•Boy is approached by Napster founder Sean Parker (ironically, Justin TimIt is cunningly appropriate that "The Social Network" is
hill of such drama that only Facebook can create. Without revealing too berlake) and encouraged to move to California. Boy obliges, moves Facebook from Harvard dorms to California suburbs, followed by boy's deistic
much of the movie, here is a quick timeline of drama:
•Boy (Zuckerberg) with superiority complex gets dumped by girlfriend infatuation of Parker.
(Rooney Mara, "Youth In Revolt") for his conceited attitude towards his sur- •Tensions develop between boy and Facebook CFO Eduardo Saverin (Anroundings and his presumptions that he will get recruited into a "final club," drew Garfield, "The Imacinarium of Doctor Parnassus"), which results in
even more suing and bridge-burning.
one of Harvard's exclusive all-male social "fraternities" of sorts.
•Boy, in drunken and vengeful rage, attempts to prove how "average" his ex- •Boy loses millions, makes billions. Both numbers account for dollars and
girlfriend really is by hacking into Harvaras resident hall directories, known friends.
as "face books, downloading the photos of all of the female residents, then
You can't make that up. The movie is actually based on a book written by
creating a website that allows students to compare photos and rank girls Harvard grad Ben Mezrich entitled "The Accidental Billionaires," in which
based on "hotness."
Mezrich utilized die services of Saverin as a consultant on the project. How•Website crashes Harvard servers, boy gets noticed by twin entrepreneurs ever, as is the case with all book-to-film adaptations, the details can tend to
Cameron and Tyler Winklevoss, (Armie Hammer ana Josh Pence, respec- get a litde hazy. My advice would be to see the movie and decide for yourtively) in one of Harvard's final dubs and is approached with an idea to cre- self, and then tell everyone you know how you felt about it with a witty staate a networking site that connects all students with a "Harvard.edu" email tus update.
address. Website utilizes concepts of exclusivity and access, two principles
All sarcasm and authenticity aside, I highly recommend "The Social Net~
associated with Harvard final clubs. Hmm...
work" to all current or former users of Facebook It was an enlightening ex•Boy agrees, assuming that assisting the twins will get him notoriety within perience to discover the roots of our global addiction and realize that life
the final club and on campus, but Boy starts his own networking site with on "The Boolf ain't that bad. So what if your ex is leaving spicy comments
ideas and funds from his close-knit group of programming friends.
on your best friend's wall? At least you didn't lose all of your friends and
•Boy launches Facebook, gains instant recognition, but is accused of steal- most of your money creating the damn thing.
ing the twins' intellectual property. Suing ensues. Pun intended.
And you can Tweet that.

The Fun and Folly of 'Case 39* Revealed

Jenkins hides and waits while Ames is attacked by crawling critters.

SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
AAfhen going into Xase 39," you
expect the usualfare of a possessionthemed horror flick and in some
ways the viewer is surprised and let
down. How pleasandy either is encountered is a personal issue. But

many may find "Case 39" to be fun.
It is not a genre-setting movie in any
way and yet it melds, in some sense,
two disparate forms to create its own
animal with undertones of both horror and crime drama.
There is, however, very litde crime
to be found in the veracity of the
plot Renée Zellweger stars as social

worker Emily Jenkins with emotional damage from her mother's
death in a car crash and a strong attachment to her job. She grows concerned about the case of ten-year-old
Lilith Sullivan, (Jodelle Micah Ferland) and comes to believe she is endangered by her clearly unstable
parents. This is confirmed when the
Sullivans throw Lilith into an oven
and try to cook her alive.
After Jenkins and Detective Mike
Barron (Ian McShane) save the girl,
her parents are incarcerated and
Lilith is placed in Emily's temporary
custody. However, it becomes
quickly apparent that she is, as her
name implies, a devil child. The insidious litde changeling causes the
deaths of her parents, Emily's best
friend, Douglas Ames and Detective
Barron, while directing another
child to murder his parents in their
sleep. Emily realizes that none of
these murders are coincidences and
determines she must kill the girl to
survive.
The acting here cannot be generally faulted Most of Zellweger's
scenes are convincing while Feriand
and McShane create trustworthy
characters. The only weakness to be
found is partially in the performance
of Bradley Cooper as a funny, lovable, unimportant Ames and the
thoroughly one-dimensional Sullivans. With the exception of Adrian
Lester as Emily's superior, secondary
characters seem uninteresting.
The problem with this movie,
though, is in the execution. There
are some genuinely unsettling scenes
caused by Liliths cleverer mind
tricks and the admirable stillness
with which Feriand plays the girl
demon. However, more than not, the
film veers in silliness and conundrum.
Very litde is defined in the movie,
partially to the benefit of the creature's abilities but also to the disad-

vantage of the story's momentary coherence.
Many parts we are sure are real, others fake, and some indistinct These
disguised transitions create a surrealism and artfulness in some instances, but often serve to decrease
the audience's willingness to believe
enough to be involved.
The silliness of the whole affair
arises in an insufficiendy set mood

"The acting here cannot
be generally faulted. Most
of Zellweger's scenes are
convincing while Feriand
and McShane create trustworthy characters."
at the start and such scenes as Zellweger curled up on her bed with a
butcher knife, and a character secreting hornets from every orifice
whilefranticallykilling them. Things
get worse with a pun about rap
music videos and Lilith turning first
into what looks like a zombie werewolf and then into a Feejee Mermaid. The final scene, as Zellweger
stares off into the horizon, is anything but conclusive.
However, some audience members
who come for the less serious in their
horror fare may enjoy laughing at
the ridiculous failures, jokes, and
possible memes at the very soul of
Case 39." At the same time, this is a
definite skip for Saw fans, as there is
about as much grind house to be
found as in 90s Disney. Suspense
fans will also be a litde underwhelmed, as everything hidden is
something the audience already suspects ana variable in how well it is
concealed In the end "Case 39" will
not change your life, but it may make
your moment. Just be happy, wherever you stand that nothing begs for
a sequel
\
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We're All Slaves to
Glee's 'Toxic* Tunes
KAITLIN RADICAN

Rotunda Reporter

i

Castle': Cast 'Under the Gun'

and supported by Mr. Shue and Rachel. The
song gets everyone in the audience pumped
for Glee Club when Sue ruins the glorious
moment by pulling the fire alarm, resulting
in her getting injured.
Hie episode takes a more serious note at the
end, when Rachel sings Paramore's 'The Only
Exception' to the entire class. Meant for Finn,
Rachel sings the song to share he feelings and
fix the problems in their relationship. Tne expression on Finn's face says it all, he heard
everything she said. The song also hits a soft
spot for Artie, Mr. Shue, and Quinn, who are
dealing with their own relationship problems.
Artie's ex Tina is still in love with her new
boyfriend, Mike Chang, but Artie hasn't

T h is past week's episode, so appropriately
titled "Britney/Brittany? dished ahandful of
our favorite classics from the queen of pop,
Britney Spears. Bringing us back to the aays
of our 90s pop obsessions, "Glee" producers
successfully brought a comforting nostalgia
to all their viewers. Along with some of Britney's chart topping numbers, we got some of
her famous costumes, video sets, dance routines, and lots of inspirations from her catchy
lyrics.
This episode featured some of our favorite
Britney songs, mostly while our Glee cast was
put under amnesia oy the very hot new addition to the show, Can (John Stamos). Made
"The episode takes a more serifamous by the ABC hit "Full House," Stamos
has joined the Glee cast as school counselor ous note at the end, when Rachel
sings Paramore's 'The Only ExEmma's new steamy, rich dentist boyfriend.
Carl agrees to work on the dental hygiene of
ception' to the entire class."
the members of the Glee dub. While put
under, each cast member has a hallucination
given up on her yet. Mr. Shue is also going
with their version of a Spears musical hit.
It all begins with Glee's very own Brittany S. through a similar issue, losing Emma to Carl,
Pierce. The Cheerios' cheerleader starts off that everyone has fallen in love with. Quinn
with her own fantasy of "I'm a Slave 4 U" obviously still loves Finn, but won't impose
complete with a remake of Britney's see- on Rachel and his relationship.
Along with our favorite Britney Spears
through sequined body suit and a dance routine with an albino snake. This sets the stage songs and relationship drama, you missed
for the rest of the Britney numbers, like the some other memorable "Glee moments:
remake of the Britney Spears and Madonna's Artie gets on the football team, Brittany has
duet to "Me Against the Music," featuring 68 cavities, Mr. Shue's ex-wife Terrie comes
Brittany and Santana. At the end is an ap- bade in the picture, Rachel dresses sexy to get
pearance by Britney Spears herself, who joins all the attention from every male in school,
and Sue Sylvester gets a spinal cord injury.
Glee's Brittany in her fantasy.
Catch Glee" every Tuesday at 8 p.m. on
Other songs featured in the episode were
channel
7 to get your fill of Glee-filled drama.
"Stronger" sung by Artie, symbolizing his
trying to get over his ex-girlfriend Tina. "Hit What's expected on next week's episode? Finn
Me Baby One More Time" sung by Rachel sees Jesus in his grilled cheese and Kurt has
who is aealing with relationship issues with an unexpected crisis that puts the question of
her boyfriend Finn. The only group number religion into focus.
of the episode was "Toxic," led by Brittany

Perks &
Incentives

Cops pull their weapons at a cemetary in an attempt to thwart a mass robbery of treasure among the graves.
LAURA BETH STRICKER

Copy Editor
T h i s week's episode was packed with jewel heists,
hidden treasure maps, old men, scooters, and a
bounty hunter.
Confused?
I was. However, as always, Beckett and Castle save
the day when they figure out the mysterious puzzle
the case brines.
It began with the murder of Deon Carver. Another
suspect was caught by Beckett, Castle, and bounty
hunter Mike Royce, though Royce stopped him
with his Camaro in a parking lot. Turns out, to Castle's surprise, Beckett and Rovce knew each other
and used to work together. Tn
twists throughout the night!
His wife, a priest, and an old man named Clifford
Stuckey were interviewed. Stuckey was interviewed
because his apartment was the one the suspect was
caught breaking into. The medical examiner then
discovered a strange substance on Carter's forehead,
which was holy oil. The priest gave Carter his last
rites, which upped him on the suspect list, since he'd
left die scene of the crime. Has a priest really committed murder?
Meanwhile, the team discovered a weird-looking
piece of paper in Carter's sock At first, they thought
it was some sort of cryptic code. Then, once they
learned of a $10 million jewel heist Carter and his
cellmate were involved in, they figured it was some
sort of treasure map. But to wnere did it lead?
It was also very emotional. Beckett confesses to
Royce that they caught the guy who killed her mom.
There were also a tew more plot twists than usual.
Right after Beckett told Royce a lot of personal
things at the restaurant, she receives a phone call
from one of the guys. He says their main suspect
wasn't at Central Booking. Beckett asks why, and
looks at the bounty hunter in the distance. The look

Next Exit

The Sunny Side of Farmville
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
«r
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on her face suggests that the bounty hunter "took
care of him," asne disappears out of the restaurant,
leaving Beckett speechless
T\irns out Beckett loved Royce, and that he was
the only one who understood her obsession of finding her mother's murderer. They trace the call, get
the address, and break into the apartment in typical
high-drama, high-action fashion. They find the guy
alive, relieved to see the police. He was kidnapped.
They figure out that the map isn't a treasure map
" I.DU
to jewels,
but rather gravestones, referring to something "under the gun They go to the cemetery only
to find someone has already dug items up. Then
Brooke Carver, Deon's wife, araws a gun. Then Clifford Stuckey draws a shotgun, along with Royce the
bounty hunter. All of a sudden, a huge shouting
match erupts among suspects and police.
They start arguing over the treasure, but then Castle is instructed to start digging, since he's the only
one without a gun. "Hey guys ... I think I found
something ..."BAM! Castle throws a shovelful of
dirt in the air to distract and blind, as the cops work
to take down the armed suspects. Beckett aoes the
honors of saying, "Michael Royce, you're under arrest ..."
It was a treasure hunt mixed with a murder investigation. Castle thinks there's still a treasure around,
and they notice a tattoo in a picture. Then Castle
comes home, tells Mom and Alexis about the treasure hunt. Apparently there were no jewels, but Castle was satisfied because Beckett did give him a
sweaty hug. Alexis decided not to buy the scooter.
Castle was very proud, and told her that he had
given himself full permission to buy himself one,
and then let her borrow it to go get batteries for the
lightsabers.
Is there possible romance in the air? If you like
mystery, puzzles, fun, and a mix of drama and comedy, stay tuned for "Castle" every Monday at 10 p.m.
on ABC.

' T h e Gang Buys a Boat"—10 a.m. on a Saturday. Mac, Charlie and Dennis seek advice from a
boat salesman about purchasing a vessel. They inquire a small sum of money from an investment involving obscene images on a towel and a website.
Mac professes his need to throw P. Diddy-like parties on the deck and Charlie makes his thoughts
dear as well: "Can we talk shrimp for a minute?"
The man offers them the only boat they can afford, "The Drowning Sailor." Dennis replies, "We've
had our hearts set on this boat for days now—
which, in our world, is a level of focus that I've personally never experienced." The boat meets none of
their requirements, but they take it anyway.
Sweet Dee suggests they hit the boat and "get
loaded," which is impossible for them to do considering the ships condition, "This isn't Diddy-esque
at all," Mac says. This doesn't bother Sweet Dee
though as she blasts rap music and attempts to
dance. Dennis and Mac do not approve, "You look
like one of those inflatable dancing things at the
used car lot," Mac tells her.
Keeping with regular "Sunny" form, Mac claims
himself Captain ofthe boat, Dennis in second commission, and Sweet Dee, Charlie, and Frank as their
boat workers. Mac instructs Charlie and Frank to
scrape barnacles oft the boat's deck and Sweet Dee
to clear out the junk from the inside. Frank and
Charlie obsess over shrimp while Sweet Dee gets
back to "dancing." Charlie loses the keys in the
ocean after Frank chucks them to him in an overhand pass. Frank says he can't get the keys out ofthe
water because he'll just "bob around like a cauliflower," leaving Charlie with no choice.
Charlie doesn't see the keys but finds other "treasures" like a tooth, a doll, and a bullet Really it'siust
stuff Sweet Dee has been throwing out the window
in her attempt to clean up the mess. To help, Frank
begins impaling the walls and counters with a hammer.
While Dennis and Mac are out shopping to buy
meaningless objects, Dennis insists on getting a
mattress fix the ladies. He then rants about trapping
a girl in the open ocean, "How could she say no?

Mac says his story seems "really dark," and the conversation goes on for another five minutes as Dennis tries to clarify his very creepy tale, "If the girl
said no, the answer obviously is no, but she's not
gonna say no, she would never say no because ofthe
implication."
Dennis and Mac return to the boat, still arguing
about the logistics of the "implication" when they
stumble upon the mess. Charlie still can't find the
keys and aedares the need for scuba-gear. The interior of the boat is now foiling apart. Dennis and
Mac are mad, but expect nothing more from their
friends. They order their workers to fix and paint
the boat by the time they return, "Work first. And
then you can do your weird inflatable tube man R
Diddy dance," Dennis tells Sweet Dee.
Dennis and Mac buy themselves some sailor-type
dothing after .deciding to attend a local boat-party
they notice on a flier. When the two arrive, they are
discouraged by the haggard-looking sea men who
say, "Were going to be out on an open ocean—
nothing but us and our tasty treats. Dennis and
Mac need to escape; they don't want to end up like
the girls in Dennis' open-sea fantasy. Their eyeopening experience abruptly ends when they see the
real tasty treats arrive (a.k.a strippers).
Thanks to the scuba gear Charlie finds the keys
and the rest of the gang take "The Drowning Sailor"
for a cruise. Frank and Charlie are grilling fish to
some relaxing tunes while Sweet Dee dances alongside the wacky waving inflatable arm-flailing tube
man, "I'm learning some amazing moves from this
guy," she says.
Charlie tosses the scuba tank inside of the ship,
which hits an open oudet and sets the boat on fire.
They want to put out the flames with the surrounding sea water but can't manage this task. The three
abandon the boat and swim Sack to shore. As they
climb ashore, Dennis and Mac arrive with their
"dates" and see the ship burning in the distance.
"This was a terrible investment," Charlie yells.
Dennis and Mac watch in disbelief while the rest of
thegang runs off.
This season is finally setting sail in the right direction, meeting our expectations of typical "sunny"
humor. Tune in to FX this Thursday at 10 p.m. to
watch "Mac's Big Break."
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New Longwood Lancer Basketball Signees Have Big Shoes to Fill
RYAN BALLANCE

Rotunda Reporter
A f t e r losing seniors E.J. Dawson, Billy Robinson Jr., Dana Smith, and Kevin Swecker, a certain
goal has been made very clear by Longwood University's Head Basketball Coach Mike Gillian.
The goal is to have the new signees for 2010-11
come in and combine with the returning players
to compensate for what was lost.
Smith was the leading scorer in nearly every
matchup proving to be a leading senior. Smith
was a sixth-year team member, while being a second-year team captain. He started 62 of 104 career games, while achieving 975 career points,
484 career rebounds and 60 career blocks.
Longwood s coaching staff has signed five new
players: Jeremiah Bowman, Mark Parker, David
RoDinson, Anthony Taylor, and Jeff Havenstein.
Gillian said he didn't have a certain signee that
stood out the most to him. "They all are very talented players," said Gillian. "However, Jeremiah
Bowman is older and has been in this environ-

ment of play before. Bowman has spent two years
playing for Harcum College's basketball program
in Philadelphia proving he is able to play at this
caliber."
Gillian elaborated, "Right now it's difficult to say
with our new group, but what happens consistently over time in young people is that they are
maturing emotionally ana physically. They start
to learn the new speed of the game at the college
level of play, the strength of players, how the
games are officiated and what they can do well,
as opposed to what they thought they could do
well. I can personally see that in our returning
players. That progression has definitely occurred
but it's up to the new guys to jump in and have
some of those strides quickly. I believe they will
do exacdy that, so that leaves me very optimistic."
Junior center Antwan Carter said, "We need to
rebound more and just fight to the end in every
match-up. Each game is extremely important ana
the more we slip up, the harder the fall is and it
makes it that much harder to bounce back."
Carter believes all the signees have the ability and

Bringing Them In
Recruiting High School Student-Athletes to LU
PETER MANCUSO

Rotunda Reporter
H igh school student-athletes, who have the desire to
play at the next level, want to
play at a prestigious Division I
institution. Longwood University has the goal to attract
these particular student-athletes to play at a high level on
its campus in Farmville, Va.
Longwood is the secondsmallest Division I program in
the state that, according to the
university's websites, contains
4,080 undergraduates, which is
only more than the University
of Richmond (2,826 undergraduates).
Head Softball
Coach Kathy Riley tells her
players, "Because you have
5,000 students, that gives you a
much better opportunity to not
get lost in the shuffle."
The university's website
stated the average classroom
size is 20 students, with the faculty to student ratio being
18:1 .This can benefit those student-athletes who may struggle
in the academics, and giving
them a one-on-one feel with
their professors. Riley said,
"Having a support system is
important not with just
coaches and teammates but
also classmates, maybe a tutor,
maybe a professor, maybe
someone in their department."
The small town hinders a
number of distractions that
could potentially harm a student-athlete. On the flipside,
there are a very limited amount
of activities to do in Farmville.

This doesn't seem to matter according to Head Baseball
Coach Buddy Bolding, "Players are going to go where they
can become better baseball
players ... It doesn't matter if it
is Jacksonville ... or Rice, Va.,
you're going to go there."
There are currently 346 Division I programs in tne country,
with only ten not affiliated with
a conference, this according to
espn.com. Longwood University is one of those ten programs that have yet to find an
affiliation with a conference.
Just because Longwood isn't in
a conference, doesn't mean
they don't compete against the
best in the country.
Last season, Riley's team went
on the road to play University
of South Carolina, North Carolina State, and the University
of Maryland.
Longwood s
major victories last year included Virginia Tech, Georgetown University, and an
impressive road victory in College Park against the University
of Maryland. Being able to
earn victories against larger
schools with better facilities is
influencing student-athletes to
choose Longwood University
over other Division I schools.
Although still improving,
Longwoods sport complexes
are comparable to that of a Division III program. The softball
stadium, Lancer Field, contains
only 300 seats, while Robert E.
Taylor Stadium at the University of Maryland, according the
program's website, can seat
over 1,000. Traveling to major

QUICK

Division I schools give Longwood student-athletes a chance
to play in a big venue and compete against the nation's best
competition.
Another reason student-athletes choose to play Division I
athletics is to turn their childhood dreams into reality and
go professional in their sport.
Altnough Longwood doesn't
put players into professional
sports regularly, eight Longwood baseball players have
been drafted including the
most recent in this past spring's
draft, Phil Cerreto, by the St.
Louis Cardinals. Cerreto batted .425 with seven home runs
and 38 RBI in the Appalachian
League (a summer
ler league
leagu of
recently drafted major league
prospects). Due to Cerreto's
outstanding performance, he
was asked to return to the St.
Louis Cardinals organization
to continue his ascent to the
big leagues. This shows hope
to the student-athletes at Longwood that going pro isn't out of
reach for tnem if they have a
good work ethic, on top of
other things, during their years
at Longwood.
Longwood understands that
in order to become a prestigious Division I program
recruiting high-profile student-athletes players is not optional, it's necessary. Bolding,
the only head baseball coach in
the program's 33-year history,
with 29 of them winning seasons, said, "You can't build a
Division I program in one day."

have what it takes to fill in for the lost seniors and we play now compared to the past. Radio 910 AM
that they will fit into their style of play relatively in Ricnmond has been really good for our exposure and that exposure is what we need the most.
easily.
"All new signees will be expected to fill in the Athletes need to base Longwood Athletics on
gaps the seniors left. The question is which one what they see now, not what they have heard in
them will break out of that pack and stand out the past, considering many people haven't been
more so than the others. That s what is so exciting exposed to the 'new' Longwood.
Gillian described how every practice, weightliftfor our future practices and games," Gillian explained. "The Richmond area is always where we ing session, and game are key tests in their own
try to recruit first because it is closest to Long- form. Every day tor every player is a test trying to
wood. Freshman guard David Robinson from outperform his previous day of work Gillian said,
Cosby High Schoolin Chesterfield, Va., may give "We have our seasonal opener with Kansas. Hissome publicity about Longwood to the sur- torically, it's a team with national championships.
rounding Richmond area, but what the men's bas- They could have even won it last year. We are testketball team does collectively is what really makes ing our selves against historically and presently
one of the top teams in the country, not to menthe difference."
He explained how Longwood has changed dra- tion they probably have future NBA players."
Longwood's basketball team will be facing
matically within ten years, maybe even five years
ago, and how people have not seen all of the Stephen E Austin in Nacogdoches, Texas on the
buildings such as the new Health & Wellness road after their match-up against Kansas. This
Center, the Chichester Science Center, and even game could be an evaluation of how good the
Brock Commons. Gillian said, "We need to ex- men's basketball team will perform on the road.
pose them to the 'new' Longwood and the games

Meet the Team for 2010-11: David Robinson
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
PLAYER NAME: #13 David Robinson
Position: Guard
Height: 6-3
Weight: 185
Class: Freshman
Hometown: Chesterfield, Va.
High School: Cosby
The Rotunda: I know you went to Cosby High School. Tell me a little about yourself and where you
come from.
Robinson: I was born in Cumberland, Md., and then moved to Chesterfield, Va. and lived there for
a while. Then I went to Dayton, Ohio for a little while. I moved back to Chesterfield for high school.
The Rotunda: When did you first start playing basketball?
Robinson: I started playing at age sue or seven on a YMCA team, and it kind of went on from there,
sd middle school basketball in Ohio. I think that's when things started getting serious for me.
Then I really focused on it in high school.
The Rotunda: Did you play any other sports in school?
Robinson: I played football through middle school, then I quit in high school to focus on this.
The Rotunda: What made you choose Longwood?
Robinson: I really like the coaching staff. I feel like they genuinely care about what I do, and that it's
not a business. I feel like they push me to get better and I can talk to them on a personal level.
vHT
The Rotunda: What do you feel you can bring to the team?"
Robinson: I feel like I can bring whatever they need, especially shooting. That's what I'm known foi
and it's my best attribute. I shot over 50 percent from three point range throughout my junior and senIiorhad
shoMy junior year I averaged about 22 or 23 points a game. My senior year was onlv 19 points.
year.
ìappened playing ball.
for five" months
ulder surgery at the end of my senior year due to a labral tear (shoulder injury). I was out
s. That na
The Rotunda: What are your expectations for this year?
Robinson: I think we'll compete a lot. Whatever they ask me to do, I can do it. I'm looking forward
to playing at Virginia Tech and of course Kansas. I'm looking forward to James Madison University
(JMU) coming here, because I think it's a game we can win.
The Rotunda: What do you think of the coaching staff overall, so far?
Robinson: I think they all do their parts. They are all very positive. I met Coach Gillian a year ago last
August. I drove down here for a visit and met him on campus. I met all the other coaches then too.
The Rotunda: What are your other interests when you don't play ball?
Robinson: Going to the beach and hanging out with my friends.
The Rotunda: What would be a good first year for you when all is said and done?
Robinson: A good first year would be not messing up whenever I get in the game, and making the
coaching staff happy with how I play.

HITS

Women's Golf Places 7th at Penn State
REPRINTED FROM LONGWOODLANCERS.COM

Longwood University posted a 54-hole score of316-307-310-933 Saturday and Sunday in women's golf to finish in seventh place among 17 teams at the Nittany Lion Women's Invitational, hosted by Penn State University at the Penn State Blue
Course in State College, Pa. The host Nittany Lions won their own event with a 295-305-301-901 at the 6,231-yard, par 72
layout, and Fabia Rothenfluh of Rollins College took individual medalist honors at 73-73-72-218, while the Lancers were
led by sophomore Ariel Witmer with her 76-77-74-227 that tied for 10th in the field of 96. Longwood will play again Oct.
11-12 at the Lady Pirate Invitational hosted by East Carolina University at the Greenville Country Club in North Carolina.
Following Witmer for Longwood was sophomore classmate Ha Lee (80-78-78-236, t-41st), freshman Amanda Steinhagen (81-75-81 -237, t-47th), along with juniors Brooke Mallory (79-77-82-238, t-53rd) and Alexa Boucher (82-81-77240» t-62nd). Witmer finished the tournament tied for ninth in both par 4 scoring (4.20, +6) and birdies (7).
Penn State was followed among the top seven by Western Michigan (910), Rollins (912), Harvard (913), William and Mary
(913), Yale (914), andLU.

Longwood Men's Lacrosse Takes Down Bridgewater
L o ngwood University's men's lacrosse team handily defeated Bridgewater College 14-2 on Sun., Oct 3. The match
was held at the Lancer Park field. It was a big win for the team against a formidable in-state opponent. For information
about the men's lacrosse team, contact Adam Nash at adam.naih@live.longwood.edu. To learn more about any Longwood University club sport, visit www.longwood.edu/recreation.
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D O N ' T MISS T H E S E EVENTS CELEBRATING
1 0 0 YEARS O F H O N O R & S T U D E N T
AT I . O N C W O O I )

GOVERNANCE

UNIVERSITY

Wednesday, September 22
MXkh Bhihday Phrty for ihc Student Covern mint Auctciaiion
5:30-7¡30 p.m.. Brock Commons
Wednesday, October 20
I J. Sullivan, motivational speaker, will atldre» ' The Apathy Myth."
7 p.m.. Auditorium, Jarnian Hall

IIHXLI*. NiivmiiIKT 2
President Patrick Finnegan will address "I Ionor and Integrity-"
7 I,.»)-, Auditorium, Jar man Hall
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Club Baseball Wins Two, Loses Two Against Maryland
and two RBI. Junior first basemen Russell Hill also added to
the offense going 2-3 with a single, double and an RBI.
In the second game, the
A f ter a split in a four-game
series with the University of Lancers pitching improved with
Maryland Division II team this freshman Sean Adkins going
weekend, Longwood Univer- five innings strong while striksity's Club Baseball record is 5-3. ing out six. Freshman Nick
The Lancers struggled in the Higuchi was a huge factor offenfirst game on Saturday with a sively going 3-3 with a single,
final score of 16-6. Senior Coach two home runs and two RBI.
and second baseman Dan Ben- Longwood won with a score of
dele said, "I chose to leave a 4-2.
pitcher in longer than he
The third game on Sunday
should've been in. But since wasfiercelycompetitive before
these games don't really count Longwood dropped the game
for anything and are just practice losing 6-5. Sopnomore pitcher
I think it's important to some- John Ponton looked good at his
times let people try and work first start of the season, keeping
out of a jam."
the Lancers in the game. Senior
Despite the loss in game one outfielder Jensen Clark went 2-4
on Saturday, senior catcher Matt at the plate, with a stolen base
McCloud went 3-3 at the plate and a run. McCloud went 3-4
with a single, double, home rim with two doubles.

KATLYN N O R M A N

Asst. Online Editor

PIGSKIN FOOTBALL PICKS

In the fourth game, junior
itcher Brett Draper continued
is dominance by striking out
six batters in the four innings he
pitched. Draper had two nits.
Ponton looked strong at the
plate going 2-4, with a home run
and two runs. Sophomore
catcher Andrew Minnix went 23 at the plate, with a doubles and
an RBI.
According to Bendele, the
team should be very good this
spring. Bendele saia, If people
stay healthy, keep their grades
up, and work hard at practice
there's no reason to expect anything but a spot in the World Series.
On Sun., Oct. 17, the team
will play away against Virginia
Tech. Bendele said, "They re a
good Division I team, so it
should be another good test."
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B E N M A I T L A N D :

(13-11)

-Michigan over Michigan St.: Denard Robinson is one of the favorites for the Heisman Trophy and will prove it again against the
Spartans.
-Florida St. over Miami (FL): Florida St. has the speed to take down
their in-state rivals, but it will be a close one.
-Alabama over South Carolina: Until someone proves them wrong,
the Tide remains the best team in the nation.
-Chiefs over Colts: Upstart Chiefs will go 5-0 to start the year, catching Indy off guard following last week's touch loss.
-Packers over Redskins: Aaron Rodgers will look to rebound in
Washington against a tough team and even tougher crowd,
-lets over Vikings: The Jets are finally looking like the "Hard
Knocks" team tney claim to be. Santonio Holmes breaks loose in big
game.

K E E N A N C R U M P :

(13-11)

-Michigan over Michigan St: Michigan's defense is soft, but the
Spartans will not be able to outscore Denard Robinson and the
Wolverines in the Big House.
-Miami (FL) over Florida St.: Hurricanes seem like a team on the
rise in the weak ACC and they will assert their dominance at home
over Florida St.
-Alabama over South Carolina: 'Bama clears one of its final tough
hurdles on the road against the 'Cocks, but is closer than expected.
-Colts over Chiefs: Colts rebound at home despite depleted defense
against a team who will finally get a reality check.
-Redskins over Packers: 'Skins use momentum to get big win at
home over a Packers team that has underperformed this season.
-Vikings over Jets: After a week off, Favre leads the offense to upset
victory over the Jets in a dose one at the Meadowlands.

N A T H A N

EPSTEIN:

(13-11)

-Michigan over Michigan St.: Spartans defense has given up too
much this season and Denard Robinson is on fire.
-Miami (FL) over Florida St.: Jacory Harris has been more consistent this year and Miami has a bit more speed.
-Alabama over South Carolina: No one has figured how to defend
the Tide's size and speed.
-Colts over Chiefs: Colts have struggled on the road, but are undefeated at home. KC is still a bit young.
-Packers over Redskins: Redskins don't have enough offense to
keep up with Packers.
-Jets over Vikings: Defense is flying for New York and Favre has
struggled this season.

The Club Baseball team went head-to-head with Maryland's D-ll team.

PholoBy: Ryan LMy

A D M I N I S T R A T O R

DOMINO'S PIZZA

New sauce.
New crust.

New cheese.

G U E S T - B R I A N

Lancer Cash!

Just $7.99

Large 1 topping pizza
Medium 2 topping pizza
Small 1 topping pizza & 20 oz. Coke
Any chicken & bread
Any 2 breads

OPEN REALLY, REALLY LATE!
Mo nday - Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday

2 AM
3 AM
1 AM

For coupons or to order online go to
w w w . f a r m vi Il e d o m i n o s . 0 0 m .
B e c o m e a f a n of D o m i n o ' s P i z z a - Farmville, Virginia o n
F a c e b o o k to h e a r a b o u t o u r s p e c i a l s right a w a y o r just call
(434)392-3000.

P I E R S O N :

PHILLIPS:

-Michigan St. over Michigan: The Spartans will win on road for
Coach Dantonio as he recovers from heart attack.
-Miami (FL) over Florida St.: Too much Jacory Harris will destroy
the Seminóles defense.
-Alabama over South Carolina: Mark Ingram, Trent Richardson too
much too handle for Gamecocks.
-Colts over Chiefs: Chiefs have their first loss of the year as Indy
avenges last second loss from last week.
-Redskins over Packers: Orakpo might force some big plays on defense and shut down Aaron Rodgers.
-Jets over Vikings: Getting Santonio Holmes back will open up Jets'
passing game even more.

Now accepting
Student Value Menu:

- D R . T I M

-Michigan St. over Michigan: This game is personal as an MSU
Alum. The Spartans win in the Big House.
-Miami (FL) over Florida St.: This is a battle for state supremacy. I
like the Hurricanes at home.
-Alabama over South Carolina: Roll Tide - Nick Saban's team stays
#1 - Alabama!
-Colts over Chiefs: The Chiefs are a much better team this year, but
Peyton will not lose at home. Colts by a bunch!
-Packers over Redskins: The Packers are a Super Bowl pick for a lot
of folks and my pick over the Redskins.
-Jets over Vikings: Jets-Jets-Jets are on a roll. I like Brett Favre, but
this is all Jets!

Want to participate in the weekly football picks?
Contact Sports Editor Ben Maitland at
john.maitland@live.longwood.edu expressing interest»
and he'll respond to you with directions from there.
Participation would be appreciated!
WMLU's Basketball Broadcasting Schedule Released
KEEN AN CRUMP

Rotunda Reporter
T h e award-winning home of the Longwood
Lancers, WMLU 91.3 FM, returns to the airwaves for its third consecutive season of covering men's and women's basketball on Fit, Nov.
12 as the women's basketball team opens its sea-;
son in Wfllett Hall against Campbell University. The men take to the floor at Willett Hall
for the first time on Thurs., Nov. 18 as they tip
off with Virginia Wise. This year's broadcast
schedule is full of exciting home and road cootests and features many big names from across
the Commonwealth.
On tap for WMLU 91.3 FM's coverage of
Longwood Lancers men's basketball is a huge
in-staterivalrypitting the Longwood Lancers
against James Madison of the Colonial Athletic
tionon Wed., Dec. 1. Also featured on

this year's broadcast schedule are road games at |
Virginia Tech on Sat, Jan. 22, and the University of Maryland on Wed., Feb. 9. The season
ends with Senior Niflhtforthe men's basketball
team as Longwood nosts Washington AdventistonThars*Feb.24.
"
Meanwhile, WMLU 91.3 FM boasts a
women's schedule that features home contests
wifbthc likes of Davidson on fti, Jan. 28, and
Savannah SlateforSenior Day on Sun., Feb. 27.
WMLU 91.3 FM returns an extraordinary
cast of (»-air talent that includes Sports Director Keenan Crump, Nathan Epstein, Ben Maitland, Courtney Jones, Kevin Green, Katie Uyak,
Brian F&illips; and many more. All the action
tips off on rit.
ft, No« 12 at 630 p.m. on WMLU
9Í.3 FM, ti>e award-winning home of the
1Longwood
n n m u r w l .T
•rWMt
Lancers.
Please be sureto* on to wwwwmlu.org for
the entire
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Men's Soccer Ties UNC Asheville, Defeats Va. Tech The Future's
REPRINTED FROM LONGWOODLANCERS.COM

T h e Longwood University mens
soccer team fought hard and tied
UNC Asheville (UNCA) 1-1 in double overtime on Sat., Oct. 2 at the Athletics Complex in Farmville. Junior
Zack Mahon again scored the lone
goal for the Lancers in the 10th
minute of the match. The Lancers'
record now stands at 0-8-2.
"We had our opportunities
tonight," said Head Coach Jon Atkinson. "We just need to put two halves
of Longwood soccer together to get
out of this hoi?. We were aware of the
type of soccer UNC Asheville would
play, and we fought it off for most of
the nieht. Unfortunately, we had a
mentalblock and let them back in the
game. We will work really hard to get
a win to get the season rolling."
Longwood Jumped out to an early
advantage in the 10th minute when
Mahon made a move to get free in the
box and sent a shot over the diving
goalkeeper. Freshman Nick Surkamp
created space along the end line and
worked his way to a shot that ricocheted off the post in the upper-right
Photo By: Stephen Hudson
corner in the 20th minute. The
Lancers outshot the Bulldogs (2-6-1)
The Lancers couldn't hold the lead against UNC Asheville, resulting in their second tie of the year. w o o ( J o u t s h o t
10-6'in the first period, with Lassishot saved by Hurskainen. UNC first overtime and 2-0 in the second UNCA 20-16 while the Bulldogs had
Hurskainen recording three saves for
Asheville tied the match in the 84th overtime. Helmick made one save a 10-6 advantage in corner kicks.
UNCA.
minute when Connor Holzinger sent and allowed one goal in 110 minutes
Longwood returned to the field
The Lancers had an opportunity a corner kick into the box and Jake in goal. Surkamp led Longwood of- last night, Tues., Oct. 5, as they hosted
to extend the lead early in the second Sides collected it in front of the net fensively with seven shots, while Virginia Tech at 7 p.m. at the Athlethalf when Mahon glanced a shot off and shot past junior goalkeeper Joel Mahon and sophomore Vinnie Liana ics Complex in Farmville. The men's
the goal post. Sophomore Devin Helmick.
each had three shots.
team came away with their first vicPierce had a shot blocked by a UNCA
Hurskainen made nine saves for tory of the fall season, defeating the
Longwood got one shot off in the
defender on the goal line in the 59th first overtime, a shot from Surkamp the Bulldogs. Bobby Castro led Hokies 1-0.
minute, yet another costly run of bad that sailed high in the 91st minute. UNCA with three shots, while four
luck for the Lancers. In the 78th UNCA outshot Longwood 2-1 in the other players had two shots. Longminute, senior Harvey Headley had a

Women's Soccer Back on Track with Alumni Day Shutout
CHRISTOPHER TOBEY

Rotunda
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Kelsey Pardue tries to shake her defenders against Howard.

Rugby 'Friday Night Lights' a Success
JESSIE GIFFON

Rotunda

Reporter

A large and boisterous crogdjgd by thecheers of both the men's and women's
university soccer teams watchella h a c d & i | | F , r u g b \ match Friday night under the
lights to start the Oktoberfest a c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^
The Mary Washington Unive^SfflMWU) rugby team is new to the league this
year. They proved they belonged intfilreague early on in the game with pressure from
Longwood and a conversion of three penalties into nine points/fcpngwood responded
with one penalty from TJ Van Petten and an unconverted try from ftes^Lppto trail
at halfnrne 9-8, despite playing most of the half on the oppositions end.
__
U £ f i u £ g t h of the MWU team was in the middle with a strong flwMpd fullbackThe^bjective of the s e c o n ^ f l M h ^ a n c e r s was to have consflmt pressure
and coverage on those positipndWith C } | i | I o y k i n spoiling the MWU line-out, the
Lancers' defense was released earkygiwPpljy to harass the MWU offense. Bradley
Rogers, Alex Randall, and Frostt Salem applied^the tackles and the MWU flyhalf resorted to a kicking game.
^ ^
The kicks played right into the hands of Longwood's ball handling skills led by Eric
Minor, Leep,vjaye Kennedy, Jesse Kelly, and Dan Waite. T h y p j U l was four second
half tries troni Leep, Waite and Gus Altshuler. Minor, and Vm Pettefc added convers i o n s w h u S ^ V U could only muster a late try making the i i f l t C O n j H ^ .
t h e match was an all-around team victory. Forwards mauled a n d w W f f a ^ c d well
to provide opportunities for thebacks to open up the matcl^T r e A m e i Mipoy, Altshuler, "Bugs Mirda, "Caibe|' Quimby, <ill with high s c h o # r u j j f c experience, have
made contributions g i v f e Lqqgwoojflie depth and strength i|peeds for", a playoff
run this year.
*
.J P r .
The atmosphere forflW^ame was tremendous. Several hundred people lined the
field at Lancer Park and the team responded well. Between the cheers from women's
soccer a i r m e n ' s soccer climbing the opposite fence and women's rugby on the sidelines, thJnoise -yyas so loud at one point the MWU kicker was awarded an extra attempt a t ^ k ^ i * points. Of course, the noise only got louder and the rekick was also
m j ^ e ^ ^ f f i y NifijitLights' match looks to become a new tradition atQltober1

The win

Longwood men's team's lead (4-0) op secgnditace in the

I ^ K M Break this weekend, the team is off and tHjkflW game W it First Ave n u ^ R O c t 16 against the VRU second place team, Univprsitf'iiyichmflpd (3-0-1).
The women's rugby team(2-0 overall, 1-0 in VRU) pljpSgain o f f ^ $ P 6 v s . Mary
Washington. Standings and information can be found on the team website at longwoodrugby.org.

Reporter

Longwood's women's soccer team earned their seventh
home victory in a 2-0 shutout
against the Howard University
Bisons Sat., Oct. 2. The Lancers
(8-5) controlled the ball for
most of the game, but weren't
able get on the board until a pair
of late goals by freshman midfielder Kelsey Pardue and sophomore forward Lindsey Ottavio.
Graduate goaltender Marcia
Biddle lead Longwood's defense
to their seventh shutout win of
the season and earned her
fourth complete game shutout
while the Bison keeper, Cheyra
Bell, fought back with eight
saves. In the end, the Lancers'
offense proved too much for the
Bisons as they won an alumni
day nail-biter.
The first half started off slow
with both teams trading possession, but neither team put on
much offensive pressure for the
first ten minutes of the game.
Around the mid-point of the
half, a couple of shots by junior
midfielder Mackenzie King and
senior defender Lauren Trizna
challenged the Howard keeper.
But despite out-shooting the
Bison offense (9-2) in the first
half, the teams went into intermission tied 0-0.
The Lancers came out of the
break fired up, but despite a couple of high-powered fast break
shots by senior forward Jessica
Varela with in the first few minutes, the Lancers couldn't beat
the Howard Keeper. While the
offense worked to figure out the
Bison defense, the Lancer defense kept the team in the game,
not allowing a single shot on
goal.
In the 75th minute of play, the
Lancers finally found the back
of the net when Kelsey Pardue
gathered a loose ball at the top
of the Bison box and fired it in
the lower right corner. The goal
that would turn out to be the
game winner was the freshman
midfielder's third of the season.
Longwood notched an insurance goal ten minutes later off
the foot of the team's leading
scorer, Lindsey Ottavio. It was
her 12th goal of the season and
it silenced the exhausted
Howard team who, despite a
couple of substitutions, couldn't
muster another offensive strike

for the remainder of the game.
Despite the lack of offense,
the Bison defense was a tough
line to figure out. Head coach
Todd Dyer said after the game,
"Howard made things very difficult on us today. We had a lot
of possessions and needed to
find a way to break them down
and not rush everything when
we got to the final third;
The shutout victory brings an
assured confidence to the team,
who has outscored its opponents 27-10 during the season.
With a nearly flawless 7-1 home
record, the Lancers are facing
four out of their last six teams on
the road, so it is important to go
into that stretch with one more
in the win column.
The women will travel to
Dayton, Ohio for their, next

"The shutout
victory brings
an assured
confidence to
the team, who
has outscored its
opponents
27-10 during
the season.
match against the Wright State
Raiders on Fri., Oct. 8. With the
Raiders 5-7 record, the Lancers
should have confidence heading
into the matchup. But the Longwood women are plagued by a
1 -4 record on the road.
As they prepare for a road
stretch, the Lancers will want to
keep in mind some of the postgame words of Coach Dyer:
Eventually we were able to do
it, (but) it took everything we
had to get the result." It will take
a team effort to keep their winning streak going as they finish
most of their season on the road.

Uncertain, The
End is Always
Near
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor

M a j o r League Baseball has often used the expression "You can't script
October," to emphasize
just how unpredictable the
postseason can be. This
year is no exception. With
eight teams from the National League and the
SPORTS
American League in the
COLUMN
runnmg for a World Series
championship, the focus
now turns towards who has the best chance of
claiming the tide. The Divisional series are set to
get underway starting today, and it's anyone's guess
as to who will rise and make a name for themselves.
The Tampa Bay Rays take on the Texas Rangers
in one of the American League Divisional Series.
The pitching for each club is stellar, with the likes of
Cliff Lee on the mound for the Rangers and David
Price on the mound for the Rays. Lee had an up and
down year. He was traded from the powerhouse
Philadelphia Phillies during the offseason to the
Seattle Mariners. He was hurt during that short
stint with the Mariners and was dealt again early
this season to the Rangers. Price won close to 20
games and looks about as good as he ever has during his time in the majors. Vladimir Guerrero and
Josh Hamilton lead the way offensively for Texas,
while Evan Longoria, Carl Crawford and others
carry the big sticks for Tampa. My prediction for
this best-of-five series is for Tampa to win it in four
games. As far as talent and drive is concerned, I give
the edge to the Rays. They might not have fans
show up to the ballpark, but they are one of the
most tenacious teams in the league.
The other American League Divisional Series
pits the AL Central-winning Minnesota Twins
against the Wild Card winning New York Yankees.
The Yanks are, of course, a staple in the postseason,
adding their 27th championship to the trophy case
last year. The Twins have been hit or miss once they ,
have gotten into the postseason during the last several seasons, but I would look for them to make a
splash. They will certainly miss the production of
first baseman Justin Morneau and will rely on guys
like Joe Mauer to pick up the slack. Francisco Liriano, the fiery left hander for Minnesota gets the ball
in the first game against C.C. Sabathia of the Yanks.
I think the tone for the series will be set from the get
go in Game 1. Those two pitchers for each club can
deal it. My take is for the Twins to take it in five
games. I know I'll get a lot of flak for going against
New York, but it is time for Minnesota to prove
they can compete in the playoffs.
Now comes the two divisional series in the National League. First, it's the Cincinnati Reds against
the Philadelphia Phillies. The Reds' story is pretty
awesome, given the fact that the team had not won
a divisional title since 1995. With Dusty Baker at
the helm and MVP candidate Joey Votto carrying
the lumber for the ballclub, it should make things
interesting. Brandon Phillips and Scott Rolen
would be my two guys to watch from the Reds, with
one having youth and speed on his side (Phillips)
while the other is in the twilight of his career
(Rolen). Meanwhile, the Phillies want to continue a
string of strong postseason appearances dating
back to their World Series victory in 2008. Ryan
Howard, Chase Utley, Shane Victorino, Roy Halladay, Cole Hamels and Roy Oswalt are names that
don't even begin to scratch the surface of the depth
of the Phillies. As much as the Reds are a Cinderella
story, the Phillies bats and pitching rotation may
spell doom for Cincy. Look for Philly to take the series, possibly in a clean sweep.
The final matchup of the divisional round is
the Atlanta Braves against the San Francisco Giants.
For the Giants, this is their first playoff appearance
since winning the National League West division
in 2003. Tim Lincecum, one of San Fran's fireballers, will take the mound for Game 1 on Thursday night. It's the first playoff appearance of his
career and he will try to make the most of it. Derek
Lowe is on the mound for the Braves, coming off a
fantastic month of September during which he
went 5-0 as a starter. Atlanta just snuck into the
playoffs with the Wild Card spot after leading the
NL East for much of the year. Now that they are in,
and given that this is Bobby Cox's final season as
manager, I'd say they will be fighting from Game 1
on. The rest of Atlanta's rotation includes Tim Hudson, the NL Comeback Player of the Year and
Tommy Hanson. The Giants' ace Jonathan Sanchez
will look to have a big impact, as well. I will also be
keeping my eye on twenty-year old rookie outfielder Jason Heyward of the Braves due to his
propensity for coming through in clutch situations.
My take is that Atlanta wins the series, quite possibly in five games.
And so the stage is set. This has been the year
of the pitcher in the MLB and I think it will continue into the postseason. There is also a lot of
young and old talent on every ball team. In thinking about the postseason, I'm reminded of the old
Doors song "Roadhouse Blues," in which Jim Morrison says the future is uncertain and the end is always near. For all of these teams, the future is
indeed clouded and every game counts.

